Students C om plain
A bou t H arassm ent
to D eputy C hief
by Joseph M. Ungaro Jr.

A student works behind the control board at the newly renovated WDOM. Improvements costing
thousands of dollars have been made at the radio station over the past three months. (Cowl Photo by
Lisa Brown)

R enovations at W D O M Include:

New Studio, Power Boost
by Julie Norko
WDOM, the radio station of
Providence College has undergone
extensive technical and cosmetic
improvements over the past three
months.
The station, located at 91.3 on
the FM dial, has acquired a new
on-air studio, compact disc player,
1200 word per minute wire service,
and a new antenna which will pro
duce finer sound quality and an im
proved radiating distance.
Cosmetic improvements new
lights, ceilings, and office furniture
In addition, the WDOM head-

quarters, which are located on the
basement o f Joseph Hall, have
been carpeted and repainted.
Tom Corrigan, program director
o f WDOM, credits Dan Vieira,
general manager, with the “ com
plete overhaul” o f the station. Ac
cording to Corrigan, “ Dan Vieira
is responsible for getting the paint,
carpeting, and ceiling, as well as the
new equipment, and has saved the
station an unimaginable amount of
money on engineering fees by in
stalling 99% o f th e . equipment
himself. I can’t think of many peo

ple on campus who are capable of
doing what he has done."
The personnel of WDOM, which
consists o f ten directors and a
working staff of approximately one
hundred and twenty people, does
not foresee a dramatic change in
the programming. According to
Vieira, the station will continue to
play a combination of classical
music, jazz, progressive rock and
“ funk” music, as well as news
reports and coverage o f hockey and
basketball games.
According to Jim Giaimo, sports
director, “ WDOM

Administrator to Deal With
Student Problems Off-campus
by Maureen McGuire
Every year hundreds o f Pro
vidence College students take to the
streets, looking for off-campus
housing.
And each year brings a lot o f the
same problems for students in
search o f reasonable rents, safe

neighborhoods and roommates, ac
cording to Carolyn A. Ryan.
Until last spring Ryan was the
secretary to the President o f the
College. This year she is coor
dinating the newly formed office of
Off-Campus Housing.
The Providence College Planning

INSIDE

Fall Sports Preview
Soccer, C ross C o u n try , F o o tb all, Field H ockey, T ennis and
Volleyball a re all expecting B anner years. See th e C o w l’s fall
spo rts preview to get a ju m p o n th e season.

Student Stress
Stress is a problem th at we all have
to deal w ith every day . T o find out
how best to cope w ith it, see the
Features section fo r an article o n how
best to cope w ith college stress.

Student Rights
T h e C o w l’s E ditorial B oard tackles the o f f cam pus p roblem.
See th e E d ito rial page to fin d o u t w here we stand.

Committee and the administration
decided to organize the OffCampus Housing Office as a way
to recognize the 1,500 or more
students who live off-campus, she
said.
“ Our real goal is to assist offcampus students,” Ryan said.
During the 14 years she worked
for the Rev. Thomas Peterson,
when he was both Dean and Presi
dent o f the College, Ryan said it
was evident that the college need
ed a centralized, full time office
where off-campus students could
turn to in times o f need.
The office is compiling a listing
o f all off-campus students, and
their addresses and phone
numbers, she said. Once this list is
completed, the college can easily
reach off-campus students in
emergency situations.
Employing two students, Filip
po Guerrini-Maraldi, class o f 1986,
and Beth Bastoni, class of 1987, the
office will maintain a listing of all
apartments and landlords, and stu
dent comments about them, Ryan
said.
The office has already interven
ed between neighbors and students
and can readily provide students
with legal assistance, she said.
"M ost PC students are unaware
said, “ and we want to change
that.”

Students complain of police harassment as Deputy Police Chief
Walter J. Clark explains the new task force that has been operating
in their area.
Illegal drinking and wild parties in the Elmhurst neighborhood are
out, declared Cmdr. Walter J . Clark, deputy chief, saying that a task
force of uniformed officers has already arrested more than 25 PC
students for public drinking.
Some students countered with allegations of harassment, while
others maintained that police should be paying more attention to theft
and other crimes in the neighborhood.
" Yeah, the police are hassling you, but my God, look at what is
happening to this college. I ask you to be reasonable. Get the word
o u t,” Clark told the 65 students assembled in PC’s '64 Hall for what
has become an annual September ritual co-arranged by police and
the college.
Clark, wearing a dark blue pinstripe suit, did not mince words after
being introduced by Michael K. Reagan, president o f the college's
student congress.
“ One individual was arrested twice in the same day; he didn’t get
the message. We want to get the message out that we can't take the
pressure anym ore," he said.
" I f we get involved with a house party, we notify the owner, and
he has five days to evict the tenant or he w
ill be charged with main
taining a liquor nuisance.
“ We will charge anyone at the parties. We will seize all the liquor.
And we will charge the operator o f the party with maintaining a li
quor nuisance,” Clark said.
He said a 20-year-old PC student was arrested as she drove away
from a liquor store where she had just purchased liquor store where
she had just purchased liquor. Also arrested were the driver o f the
car and the clerk who sold her liquor.
“Those individuals who were recently arrested, their fingerprints
were rolled. Three cards; one for the FBI, one for the state and one
for us.
“ Ten years from now some o f these students will be in mid-life,
married with two kids; and they’ll want a top security clearance, but
once you enter the FBI system, you’re there. You can’t get back out,
and many doors will close."
Clark added that drunk driving "is a m ajor focus with the law en
forcement community and with the press,” and noted that the Journal Bulletin regularly prints the names o f those convicted in Rhode
Island.
Clark’s get-tough lecture did not go unchallenged. Several students
said police had stopped friends who were merely drinking from cans
o f soda. Others characterized police treatment as harassment.
"Four cops came to the apartment below mine. There were three
guys drinking beer on the porch. They’re all 2 1," said Michele Dante,
a senior.
“ The cops called the kids drunken idiots and told them, ' You’re
not like the students at Brown, you have to party every night,' " Dante
said.
See POLICE, page 3

Anita M. Burwell, the new assistant
director of residence, has succeed
ed Donna McCaffrey. McCaffrey
resigned from the position to teach
history full time. (Cowl Photo by
Lisa Brown)

McCaffrey Resigns From
Residence Office Position
by Ro Cipolla
“She’s a blessing to have," states
Father Heath, the Director of
Residence at Providence College
about Anita M. Burwell, the new
Assistant Director o f Residence as
o f August 23rd.
“ I like it here. The people are
wonderful. They have made the
difference for me," states Anita.
Anita was chosen for the posi
tion o f Assistant Director of
Residence after Donna McCaffrey

resigned in order to teach history
full time at P.C. She has been
teaching history part-time and
finds it “ very challenging."
There were two resignations in
the History Departmental P.C.
which created a need for an addi
tional faculty member in history.
Donna applied and was accepted.
Donna, however, will remain
Head Resident o f Dore Hall for
one more year.
A nita w as a
former Resident Assistant and the
See WOMEN, page 4
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Class Notes
86
The tuition raffle was a huge and
profitable success. Congratulations
to the winner o f this semester's tui
tion, Julie Mastronardi, Class of
1986.
Our first monthly Colonel's Cor
ner and Rat Night were a smash!
Everyone had loads o f fun!
The sale o f “ Men o f PC” calen
dars went extremely well this sum
mer at Freshmen Orientations!

*Upcoming Events*
“ Men o f P C " calendars still on
sale in the Congress office-- $5.00
each. Special thanks to John Robben '86 for his photography for the
calendar.
Monthly Colonel’s Corner and
Rat Nights!
Anyone interested in working on
Commencement events call Grace
Gellene at 865-369.

89
N O M IN A T IO N S
FOR
FRESHMEN C LASS OFFICERS
AND
R EPR ESEN TA TIV ES
Wednesday Sept. 25-- 9:30 a.m. to
Fri. Sept. 27-- 3:00 p.m . in Student
Congress Office Room 2 14 Upper
Slavin

GET INVOLVED!!!
(Self-Nomination)
*Any questions, get in touch with
Lisa Brown-- Elections Chairman
in the Student Congress Office.

OCRO
O ff Campus Resident Organization and Dorm Council Elections

tomorrow: Thursday Sept.
9:30-4:00 in Lower Slavin

19

P C , A gain M akes the
P eterson C ollege G uide
Providence College has been
selected for inclusion in the fourth
edition o f Peterson's Competitive
Colleges, just published by Peter
son’s Guides, the Princeton-based
publisher o f education and career
reference materials.
This new edition o f Peterson's
Competitive Colleges, presents com
parative data on 316 colleges that
consisten tly
have
more
undergraduate applicants with
above-average capabilities than
they can accept. The criteria used
to decide whether or not a college
is " com p etitiv e”
are the

application-to-acceptance ratio, the
percentages o f freshmen who
scored 600 or over on both SAT
math and verbal exams and 26 or
over on the ACT, the percentage of
freshmen who scored over the national average on the respective
tests, and the percentages coming
from the top half and the top tenth
o f their high school class. Together
with the 32 art and music schools
that have highly selective accep
tance rates, this group of colleges
represents approximately 10 of all
American institutions o f higher
education.

Students enjoy the last days of summer in the Grotto.

C ongress M akes R esolution
to Investigate C o-E d D orm s
The Student Congress made a
resolution concerning a special
“ coeducational committee” to in
vestigate the feasibility of coeduca
tional dormitories at PC, during
the September 16 meeting.
The resolution, introduced by
John DiCarlo, '87, states that
coeducational dormitories are a
concern of many resident students
at PC, and points out that no in
vestigation has ever taken place
regarding this subject by the
persons who are most concerned
about the matter.
The resolution is designed to
establish a committee which will
compare the campus o f other in
stitutions as to the general quality
o f campus life, dorm damages, and
off-campus situations before and
after coeducational dormitories.
A second resolution was made
concerning the Mowry Street gate
o f lower campus, which is fre
quently locked evenings. The

ATTENTION
OFF-CAMPUS
RESIDENT STUDENTS
Please slop by the Office of Student Services as soon as possi
ble and fill out an off-campus residence card. You may clip out
the facsimile below and return it to the Office of Student Ser
vices, Slavin Center 204. Please have this information in by Fri
day, September 27.

Name (Print) .
Address..........
Telephone.........

This information is for official college use only and will not be
released (except as required by law) if you so request. Please
check below if you do not want the information on this card
released.
□ — Do not release the above information.

resolution states that a large
number o f students who live in the
Eagle Park area are inconvenienc
ed by this situation. Because of
this, it was decided that a letter be
sent to campus security requesting
that the Mowry Street gate remain
open on the same basis that the
Fennel gate is now on.
A bill was passed unanimously to
amend Chapter seven section 1 of
the standing legislation, adding the
four class Presidents to the existing
cabinet composed o f the chairmen
o f all o f the subordinate boards
created by Congress, the Executive
officers of the Congress, the Com
m ittee
on
A dm inistration
Members, and any other secretaries
as the President shall nominate and
Congress confirm. The bill was in
troduced by Student Congress
President Michael Reagan.
Elections o f officers for the offcampus resident organization as

well as for Dorm Council will be
held this Thursday, September 19,
from 9:30 a.m . to 3:30 p.m .. in
lower Slavin.
The Sophomore Class is plann
ing a “ Best Cruise” to take place
October 25. Tickets will be $14.00.
The Board o f Programmers has
organized a travel trip to Fenway
Park to see the Boston Red Sox vs
the Detroit Tigers this Saturday,
September 2 1.
There will be a Last Resort on
Saturday night, September 21,
featuring a D.J. and Dancing, for
students age 21 and over.
The Knights o f Columbus have
organized this year’s first blood
drive, to held t o m o r r o w ,
September 19, in Slavin Center.
The Knights o f Columbus have
also planned their annual semi-form
a l dance. Tickets are $20 per cou
ple and include a buffet, music and
transportation. Any student may
attend.

W DOM will be covering
the inauguration of Fr. John
Cunningham on Sept. 26 at
10:15 a.m. You are invited
to tune in 91.3 WDOM.

ADMIRAL PLAZA
DRY CLEANING
COIN LAUNDRY
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■NEWS
Fr. Cunningham
To Be
Inaugurated

The East Building Providence College’s newest dormitory, is being described as the most attractive and comfortable dorm on campus.
(Cowl photo by Lisa Brown)

$850,000 to Refurbish East Building
said to be N icest D orm on Cam pus
by Tracy Tucker
“ It’s like a hotel.” This is pro
bably the most overused expression
heard when talking about the
newest addition to Providence
College-- the East Building.
Formerly used as an office for
the Administration o f Health Ser
vices, this new dormitory houses 65
women very comfortably. All of
the room s are carpeted and
wallpapered, with sinks, generous
closet space and attractive wood

$800,000 to refurbish, including
$150,000 specifically connected
with residence, such as the showers
and furniture. The bulk of the ex
pense mainly went to reconstruc
ting parts o f the building, which
was in danger o f falling apart.
The dorm is arranged as mostly
doubles with two triples on each
floor, and is accompanied by three
resident assistants and Joann
LeMire as the Head Resident. This
is her fourth year as a head, hav
ing served previously in almost all
the other women’s dorms.
When asked for com m ent,
Joann replied, “ The PC Physical
Plant is to be commended for their
efforts in making this so beautiful.
East is the only dorm on campus
specifically designed for women,
and hopefully someday all dor
mitories can be so personalized."

modular units. New landscaping
and shrubbery provide a nice touch
to the outside, along with bright
lighting and walkways.
“ It’s the loveliest dorm o f them
all,” states Father Heath, and stu
dent feedback seems to support his
opinion. For the most part, all of
the new residents are quite
satisfied, yet some complain the
doubles are “ like closets” and there
are a few minor bugs still to be
worked out.
The new residence cost PC about

THE CHEAPEST FARES TO
* E UROPE
♦ ASIA
♦ AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND
♦ DOMESTIC RESERVATIONS
ALSO: railpasses. Inn student
ID, car rentals, tours, AYH
membership and much, much

The C h a p la in ’s Office
and P a sto ra l Council
w ish h a p p in e ss and
God’s blessings of the
high holy d a ys to our
J e w is h
f a c u lt y ,
students and staff on
behalf of the entire PC
community.

CALL 3 3 1 -5 8 1 0
or drop by at
171 Angell St, Suite 21 2
Providence, RI 0 2 9 0 6
Ask for our FREE catalog!!!

C o u n c i l T RAVEL
SERVICES
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After the first two weeks, the
outlook is good. It may be a while
before upper campus accepts this
tiny “ sorority” , but as lower cam
pus slowly becomes revitalized, this
dorm is guaranteed to be among
the first chosen in next year’s room
selection process.

POLICE, from page 1
“ I don’t see our needs being ad
dressed, because someone’s going
after our car stereos and breaking
into our apartments,” said Paul
Hagen, also a senior.
That comment drew a number of
shouts from the audience: “ My car
was stolen,” “ My wallet was
stolen,” “ My car was broken
into.”
“ I came here trying to help out,
but we’re getting off on a tangent,”
replied Clark. But he added later,
"I promise I will speak to my of
ficers if you will speak to your
friends."
The Very Rev. Terence
O ’Shaughnessy, PC's executive
vice-president, told the students,
“ We are insisting that every stu
dent have a copy o f the civil law
stating their rights as a tenant. If
you feel your rights have been
violated,” he advised, “ you have
a place to go and a number to
call.”

The Reverend John Fabian Cun
ningham, O .P ., a native of Pro
vidence and a 1949 Providence Col
lege alumnus, will be inaugurated
as the tenth president o f the
Dominican institution on Tuesday,
September 24.
The inauguration ceremony will
begin at 10:30 AM in the college’s
Alumni Hall Gymnasium. A
cookout on the grounds o f the
Slavin Center will immediately
follow the ceremony.
Father C unningham , who
became president on July 1 o f this
year, succeeds Rev. Thomas R.
Peterson, O .P., PC's president for
the past 14 years.
During the investiture ceremony,
the Very Rev. Edward R. Daley.
O .P., provincial of the province of
St. J oseph and chairman o f the
Providence College Corporation,
will present Fr. Cunningham With
the official symbols of the office.
Fr. Daley will be assisted by Fr.
Peterson.
Fr. Cunningham’s address will
immediately follow the investiture
ceremony.
Among the dignitaries present at
the ceremony will be the Most Res.
Louis E. Gelineau, bishop on Pro
vidence: RI Governor Edward D.
DiPrete; and Providence Mayor
Joseph R. Paolino, Jr. Rev.
Terence O’Shaughnessy, executive
vice president o f Providence Col
lege, will serve as master of
ceremonies.
Other speakers offering greetings
on behalf o f their constituencies in
clude James B. McLean, J r ., Class
of 1960, president of the Pro
vidence College Alumni Associa
tion: Dr. Francis P. MacKay, vice
president for academic administra
tion; and Michael K. Reagan, Class
o f ' 86, president o f the PC student
congress.
Fr. Cunningham, 57, graduated
from LaSalle Academy in 1945,
and received his bachelor o f arts
degree in philosophy from Pro
vidence College in 1949. Fr. Cun
ningham received both a bachelor
o f sacred theology degree (1952)
and a Lincenctiate and Lectorate in
sacred theology degree (1954) from
the College o f the Immaculate
Conception in Washington, DC. In
June o f 1953, he was ordained a
Dominican Priest.
Fr. Cunningham earned his
Ph.D. in philosophy in 1958 from
the University o f St. Thomas in
Rome; that same year, he joined
the Providence College faculty as
a professor o f philosophy. During
his tenure at PC he has held several
key administrative positions, in
cluding director o f the liberal arts
honors program which he helped to
establish, director o f residence,
chairman of the curriculum revi
sion committee, which formulated
the developm ent o f Western
Civilization program and dean of
the college. In 1980 Fr. Cunn
ingham took a leave o f absence
from PC to assume duties as vicar
Provincial o f the province of St.
Joseph and socius to the provincial
in New York City. He returned to
the college in January o f this year
to resume teaching philosophy and
Western Civilization.

Attention Sailors
of all Levels!
Important meeting
WED., SEPT. 25 at 7:30 P.M.
in Antoninus Hall, Room 3
(Psych. Building)
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2 PC Graduates Appointed
to Administrative Staff
Providence College has named
two graduates to its administrative
staff, while two current ad
ministrative staff members have
received promotions.
Dea M. Carcieri, a 1978 alumna
o f PC, has been named assistant
director of public information. In
addition to assisting in the handl
ing of daily news events, she will
serve as assistant editor o f Pro
vidence Update, the college's bimonthly alumni publication. She
will also coordinate the office’s
computerized hometown news
release program.

Seniors enjoy the newly re-opened Rathskellar. The Rat will be open weeknights for those under 21
and will open for special events for those over 21.

★ WOMEN

from page 1

Assistant Director of Admissions at
Notre Dame College.
Father Heath states that we are
fortunate to get a young lady who
is caring and undramatic in projec
ting herself to the lives o f residents;
someone with a keen sense o f duty
who, in time, will fit into our mode
o f operation fulfilling the respon
sibilities the President o f the Col
lege has assigned to this office.
In order to fill her position, a
search committee was organized
for a new Assistant Director of
Residence. The search was for a
person with “ good qualifications,
personality, and commitment."
Anita was chosen because o f these
qualities.
Anita was born in Waltham,
Massachusetts and is 25 years o ld.
She received her Bachelor of
Psychology from Emmanuel Col
lege in Boston and is hoping to start
graduate study in January for a

people close to you flo.
Especially if they don’t
smoke.
And non-smokers
are the best people to
love. They live
longer.

If you smoke cigarettes,
you taste like one.
Your clothes and hair
can smell stale and
unpleasant, too.
You don’t notice it, but

JUURKAN
CANCER SOCIETY

A ll the Help You Need
to Score High on
Crucial Graduate Exams

Mrs. Carcieri, a Providence resi
dent, replaces Stephen E. Sylvia, a
1981 PC graduate who joined the
office in September of 1982. Sylvia
is now an account executive with
Dietz Advertising o f Providence.
Before assuming her new posi
tion, Mrs. Carcieri served for six
years as deputy press secretary and
public education aide in the Rhode
Island Department of Attorney
General.
Since graduation, Mrs. Carcieri
has served as Class o f 1978 cochairperson for the college’s Alum
ni Loyalty Fund.
Robert Ferreira o f Portsmouth,
a 1983 graduate, has been ap
pointed assistant director for alumni/development. Ferreira will plan
and promote alumni events, in
cluding Homecoming Weekend
and class reunions. He will also
coordinate activities for Rhode
Island area alumni clubs and solicit
volunteers for the classes o f
1980-1985 phonathons.
Before joining the PC staff, Fer
reira was em ployed by the
S .S . New port,
a
N ew port
restaurant.
While a student, Ferreira was a
member o f PC ’s Student Congress
Finance Committee, and a group
leader o f the Friar’s Club, the col
lege’s student services organization.
Ferreira replaces D iane E.
Childs, Class o f 1979, who, along
with 1970 PC alumnus David A.

Brown, has been promoted to the
position o f associate director for
alumni/development.
A resident of East Providence,
Miss Childs became coordinator
for alumni activities in 1981, and
was promoted in 1982 to the posi
tion o f assistant director for alum
ni/development. In her new role as
associate director, she will be
responsible for alumni activities
and fundraising events for the
classes o f 1923-1959, as well as area
alumni clubs in New Hampshire,
Vermont, Maine, Massachusetts
and Connecticut.
David A. Brown o f Pawcatuck,
CT, joined the college’s staff last
fall as an assistant director for
alumni/development. His new
responsibilities as an associate
director will include coordinating
alumni activities and fundraising
events for the classes of 1960-1970,
as well as a number o f area clubs,
including New York, New Jersey,
and Washington, D.C.
All appointments/promotions
are effective immediately.

★ W D OM
from page 1
has finally made the quantum leap
from a station on the edge, to a ma
jor radio station o f competitive
status, and perhaps, in the next few
months, an innovator in the field
o f radio communications.”
Housing is on the third floor of
Slavin Center and is opened daily
from 8:30 to 4:30, and can be
reached at 865-2420.
Shows featured on weeknights
include political, athletic and trivia
programs. Vieira stated, “ We hope
the improvements will be apparent
immediately. He stated, “ WDOM
will reach more o f the students by
presenting issues o f concern to the
members of the college communi
ty and involve them in talk shows
and live broadcasting from dif
ferent places on campus."

T H E F U T U R E IS IN

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
A representative will be on campus
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1985
to discuss

GRADUATE STUDY

THUNDERBIRD
AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
GLENDALE. ARIZONA 85306

Interviews m ay be scheduled at
PLACEMENT SERVICES

HBJ Study Guides are Your Key to
Success On Major Exams
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•
•
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full-length practice exams
detailed explanations of answers
step-by-step test-taking strategies
scoring charts
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ED IT O R IA L S
Violation of Students Rights
On September 9, all students received a flyer in their mailbox
stating: “ All PC students... come find out what your rights are!!
Tuesday September 10 4:00 ' 64 Hall.” As students found out
from Commander Clark, there is no actual list o f rights for
students. Perhaps the flyer confused students who attended the
meeting to hear their rights.
According to the students who attended the event Com
mander Clark seemed uncooperative. Later it was discovered
Clark did not know the policemen were being so abrasive to
students. He suggested to file any complaints to the Providence
Police Department.
The Providence College student handbook (1982-1984) sec
tion five A OFF-CAMPUS FREEDOM of students, Exercise
rights o f citizenship states, “ Students are citizens as well as
members o f the academic community. As citizens, students en
joy the same freedom of speech, peaceful assembly, and the
rights of petition that other citizens enjoy.” These are our rights
as students.
Lately it seems these rights have been violated. According
to Colleen Cosgrove o f 58 Eaton Street, the Providence police
came to her door and said, “ If you don’t turn down the stereo
we’re going to arrest your whole house.” Colleen responded
that they did not even have a stereo and to please leave. The
policeman continued to bother her claiming he was going to
arrest the whole house.
Yes, this is a violation of our rights. The only way to stop
situations as such from happening is to fight back.
If you ever are harassed by a police officer for no apparent
reason—file a complaint. First, find out the officers name or
badge number. Then call the police department at 272-1111
and file your complaint. Finally call James Reilly—the lawyer
who represents Providence College Student Congress to advise
on legal matters. Students may be referred to him for legal
counsel. The law firm he represents is paid $1000 per semester
to help and advise us. If you have any questions, call him at
272-1312.
The only way to stop the police from bothering us is to fight
back. File reports and send them to the Cowl Office P .O. Box
2981. Also include your name and phone number. If enough
legitimate complaints with the proper information are Filed then
something can be done.

The 'New' WDOM

How Do you Feel A bout The
Reopening O f Marshfield Country Club?

Over the summer, Dan Vieira, General Manager of WDOM,
Tom Corrigan, Program Director o f WDOM and the Physical
Plant at Providence College renovated WDOM radio station
in Joseph Hall.
The station now appeals to those more interested in com
munications due to its new state o f the art equipment and
smooth operation. Dan Vieira is responsible for installing the
equipment himself.
W DOM will continue to play classical, jazz, progressive rock,
news, men’s Friar Hockey and public service shows. Funk has
also been added to the programming schedule.

John Peterson '86
Living in a fools paradise is great
fun until the rent comes due.
Pat Mitchell '86
I would almost rather have peo
ple take away years o f my life than
to take away this moment.

Paul Hagan ' 86
It’s just exciting.
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Dave Ring '86
This event can only be paralleled
by the passing o f Halley’s Comet.

Peter Maher '86
The M .C.C. is not the one tame
place in the world o f adventure. It
is the one wild place in the world
o f rules and set tasks.

Mike Reagan '86
This just marks the start o f one
more year o f the finest in dancing
and late-night entertainment.

Packy ' 86
I love it. It’ll give chicks one
more reason to dig me.
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Advisor.....................................
A.. McMahon,
M cM a h o n , O
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Subscription rate $8.00 per year by mail. Student subscription includ
ed in tuition fee.

Rob Reilly '86
It’s better than copulating in the
streets.
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COM M ENTARY—
Conflict Matter Cleared
In reference to the letter of Brian
Manning and Brian Thorton about
the Fr. Randall-- Mrs. Clare con
flict at Joseph 204 on May 1, please
allow me to quote Mr. Roger
Desautels, the program director of
the Joseph Audio-Visual Center:
A very disturbing incident hap
pened to us, the students in Mrs.
J. Clare’s Business Communica
tions class, on April 25. Through
no fault o f Mrs. Clare’s, we were
cheated out o f our proper class.
Furthermore, we are very dissappionted with a member o f the Pro
vidence College faculty who is also
a Dominican Father.
One o f the most valuable ex
periences any student ever has is to
practice speaking in front of an au
dience. As many people are aware
it is often a very difficult and try
ing experience. Business Com
munications is a course which helps
students overcome the anxiety by
giving them the opportunity to give
oral presentations. Moreover, the
speeches are filmed so students are
able to judge their own strengths
and weaknesses by observing
themselves.
When the class arrived to the
room in Jo sep h ’s a Western
Civilization course was in progress.
Father Robert J. Randall was lec
turing. We were informed by a
work study student we would have
to move our class to room 204.
Mrs. Clare and the class complied,
realizing the room didn’t have the
needed Audio-Visual equipment.
Once we moved to the other
room we began delivering our
seven minute presentations. After
the first student gave his presenta
tion our professor was told by
Mister Roger J. Desautels we
would again have to move because
Fr. Randall would be needing room
204 for his next Civ. class. Since
over twenty minutes had already
elapsed Mrs. Clare decided the se
cond presentation should begin,
and the next student started deliver
ing her speech.

“ The Randall did nothing wrong;
he did exactly what I requested him
to d o.” Such action does not
deserve to be classed as
discourteous or unprofessional.
Fr. Robert J. Randall
Chairman
Department of English
At this point Fr. Randall was
gesturing to our professor to leave
the room interrupting the student’s
delivery. Mrs. Clare talked to Fr.
Randall explaining over half an
hour was lost and in all fairness this
student will finish her presentation.
In a complete disregard o f this stu
dent’s feelings and nervousness, Fr.
Randall began moving in the stereo
equipment for his class while she
was speaking. The student was ob
viously feeling a lot o f anxiety
while this was occurring. Then, he
jerked his thum b behind his head
and ordered Mrs. Clare and the
class “ out” ! By this time it was
matter o f principle and Mrs. Clare
told the student to continue; Final
ly, in an act o f utter inconsidera
tion Fr. Randall moved his class in,
while she was speaking! Needless to
say the class which many spent
days preparing was ruined.
The students o f this class would
like to express our disappointment
over this incident. The A .V .
department and Mr. Desaultes
were very unprofessional in allow
ing such a mix-up to occur.
However, it is with Fr. Randall we
are m ost d isap p o in ted . His
hypocritical attitude and insen
sitivity were an insult to his profes
sion, and we are ashamed at the
rudeness o f a man we all look up
to .
Lastly, we thank Mrs. Clare for
standing up for her principles and
her students, and, furthermore, for
doing her best to give us an educa
tion which is necessary in business
and professional careers.

To The Providence
College Community

Letters

Dear Editor,

VJ Day in Rhode Island
Dear Editor,
Most RI’ers enjoy one “ extra”
long weekend each summer made
possible by our own “ biggest little
holiday in the union” , VJ Day.
This year marked the 40th an
niversary o f H iroshim a and
Nagasaki, bringing forward an un
precedented outpouring of com
passion across the U.S. for the
bombing victims and their families.
Nationwide, demonstrations yield
ed front page stories showing a
"m atured” attitude toward the
devastation among sensitive, caring
American citizens.

a sore thumb among the United
States every second Monday in
August is on account o f the
autocratic, self-centered public sec
tor union chieftans who have tradi
tionally dominated Assembly ma
jority opinion. In 1983, they simp
ly refused to “ trade even-up" a
negotiated, paid holiday. They
were being “ given" Martin Luther
King Day, outright, and-- as
usual-- didn’t want to " lose”
anything. Note that most Rl’ers
work in the private sector, where
VJ Day is an unpaid holiday;
employees who work on VJ Day
earn time and a half.

As every year at this time, I
found myself in the uncomfortable
position o f explaining to business
associates outside RI why we still
celebrate VJ Day here. This year it
was more embarrassing than ever
to attempt to justify RI’s celebra
tion in light o f a) the previous
week’s honoring o f the Japanese
victims, b) public opinion firmly
opposing the use o f atomic
weapons, and c) the Japanese
“ economic miracle” we now aspire
to in the United States.
Why do we still have VJ Day in
RI? In 1983, when the RI General
Assembly enacted Martin Luther
King Day as a legal holiday, a vocal
minority advocated exchanging the
new holiday for the problematic VJ
Day, essentially meeting two needs
at once. Ridding RI o f the stigma
associated with our VJ Day holiday
need not compromise the other
meaningful opportunities we have
during the year to honor our own
respected w ar veterans and
casualties. Why was this valid pro
posal n ot approved by the
Assembly on its merits?
The reason why RI sticks out like

In fact, RI labor law places tax
payers on an uneven playing field,
leading to the erosion o f taxpayer
and public sector management’s
rights in state and municipal labor
contracts. The bottom line is stag
gering: favoring unionized public
sector employees with the paid VJ
Day holiday costs RI taxpayers
more than $3,500,000 each year on
top o f one of the highest tax
burdens in the nation!
It’s about time for Rl’ers to elect
a state government committed to
creating the climate in which we
can: a) truly lower our exorbitant
taxes, by b) getting tough with
public sector union chiefs who have
been exploiting RI taxpayers for
too long, which would also allow
us to c) join the rest o f the nation
in ending our inappropriate
celebration o f an event over which
we share very mixed emotions. Em
barrassing as it is, the chances seem
greater that we’ll have one “ extra”
long weekend each summer to “ en
joy” for a long time to come.

Paul R. Farago

On behalf o f my family, I would
like to express our deepest gratitude
to the members o f the Providence
College Community for their con
cern and support at the time o f my
brother Jim’s death. It would be
ideal to thank all of you individual
ly, but because o f the large
numbers, that would be very dif
ficult. The tribute given to Jim was
a very meaningful experience and
one that we will never forget. We
arc grateful to all who, in any way,
were, a part o f it. You are
remembered in our prayers.
God bless you,
Jeremiah M. Coggins ' 86

The Rat
is Not Dead
by Maureen McGuire
Not too many people like
rodents, but Providence College
loves the Rat.
Since the early 70’s the
Rathskellar has been one o f the
main focal points o f the PC socialscene. And in the past few years,
a lot of us have had many a
memorable evening in that corner
o f Slavin Center.
This year, the Rat is not dead-- it
has just had to change its tune a lit
tle bit.

Maureen
McGuire
The Rat will be open for business
every Sunday through Thursday
night. On Fridays and Saturdays it
can be reserved by any college
organization, and on such a
weekend occasion, alcohol may be
served to any one 21 or over.
When the announcement of
★ R A T co n tinued on pg. 8
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COM M ENTARY
“ Take My Wife—Please” — Henny Youngman
Borrowed by Providence Police Department
by Joe Devine
Picture this: Setting: Providence
Police Station,
Speaker: Desk Sergeant
Time: Roll call 6:55 a.m .
“ Okay, listen up, Commander
Clark has just released the latest

crime figures and population
statistics. They’re are 150,000
residents in the Providence area.
There are 40,000 plus students liv
ing in several collegesand over
200,000 people flood the city as

Speak Y our M ind
by Pack)
Several recent events have
brought not-so-fond memories of
my past three years at PC, and I
hope that they are not indicative of
things to come.
To my fellow students I would
suggest missing a night at the
Garden or Louie’s or sitting around
drinking with the same people. Go
downtown, go to Boston, you
won’t miss a thing and a little varie
ty in your social life could change
your whole outlook on school.
There is a great deal o f pressure
on the BOP and resident board to

Patrick
Kennelly
provide means of social activity for
those who cannot get into bars or
are turned off by the crowds.
Please don’t sit back and complain.
Spend that time and energy in a
positive discussion o f what can be
done and give your ideas to one of
these boards. Better yet, join one.
Unfortunately sometimes the
good efforts o f students are crush
ed by what I consider inexcusable
actions by the administration. Such
actions cannot be accepted by the
student body if we expect things to
change.
A certain Dr. Ruth Westheimer

was scheduled to speak at PC, but
don't turn down dinner invitations,
she’s not coming. After having
spoken at BC and Catholic Univer
sity , she was deemed ' too
controversial'.
Personally, I can’t expect the ad
ministration at PC to screen the in
dividuals or ideologies I am expos
ed to. What are we at school for?
The classroom education is impor
tant but a major o f the learning
process is living day to day life,
learning new things and discussing
them. With the unhealthy attitudes
toward the opposite sex that spring
from the parietal system, it seems
that the administration would want
to jum p at the chance to have Dr.
Ruth here. She promotes a mutual
respect in relationships and
shouldn’t be turned away for not
agreeing with the Catholic Church
on certain points. We the students
are at a loss for her absence.
We have a long way to go at this
school before we can hope to have
a college experience in keeping with
the times, but complaining to each
other won’t help. Be heard, join the
BOP, talk to your class officers.
We have a new man in the presi
dent’s house and that means that
the possibilities are endless unless
we allow them to be otherwise.
Packy is a member o f the class o f
'86 and a finance major.

employee, many more are just
customers, consumers, and here
from out of town. We currently on
ly have 412 cops on the street at dif
ferent shifts.
Item 2: Two reported rape cases
linked together from the last
semester are still unsolved. There
are rumors that there may have
been four more victims who have
not come forward, and we believe
the suspect lives in the community
at this t i m e .
Item 3: Robberies and violent
crimes increases this time o f year,
STUDENTS ARE TARGETS!!
Item 4: Thirty-five officers are
being set aside to from a Task
Force against substance abuse.
They are not in charge of narcotics
smuggling cases, just possession
and small time sales. They also in
vestigate bars liquor store who
serve kids alcohol under age.
Drunk driving arrests and o ff cam
pus resident control will be left to
uniformed police. This is part of
the mayor’s program to reduce
minor’s alcohol violations.
This is being budgeted in instead of
pay raises and instead o f our need
for more uniform ed police.”
“ That’s it,” he says disgustedly,
“ Hit the streets!”
Sounds like one o f the chief’s
serious blunders on Hill Street
Blues, doesn’t it? But it’s truly hap
pening right here in the city o f Pro
vidence. Violent crime is up,
students are being told not to walk
alone in the streets or across the
campus at night, and somewhere in
the community there is an animal
at large who has been known to
rape college girls. What does the
mayor do about this? He appoints
a task force to crack down or, send
a message to under age drinkers.
Since school started, twenty-five
students have been arrested for

public drinking, “ Commander
Clark said in his presentation to the
students at Slavin on September 10.
Many o f these arrests, I’m sure,
were necessary. As a matter of fact,
I’m a lot more sympathetic to the
poor people who are kept up at
night by an off-campus party than
1 am to a bunch of clowns blasting
their stereos and screaming rugby
songs at three in the morning.
These kids deserve to get written
up, they are disturbing the peace
and causing a public nuisance. Let
them pay for their violation, the
issue, as many o f you have heard,
is the mutual rights o f the students
and the community.
What bothers me is the police’s
blatant disregard o f these mutual
rights. Several o f the 25 arrests
made involved students carrying
open cans of beer on a city street
while being under age. The public
is not threatened by a pimple fac
ed nineteen year old and his can of
Budweiser. It is threatened by rob
bers, rapists and people who
disturb the peace. Why don’t we
have a system that acknowledges
this?

Joe
Devine*★
For example, if a cop sees a kid
carrying a can o f beer on the street
and he arrests him, he will no
longer be patrolling for some time.
He has to arrest the student, mirandize him, take him back to the sta
tion, finger print him, and fill out
a report. Simply stated, he loses
over an hour o f patrol time when
all he really had to do was take the
beer, write a summons and report
him to the college. A process such
as this one would take fifteen
minutes at best, as the logistics
could be done on his car radio. The
student would be punished, and the
same message would be sent to the

South Africa and its System o f Apartheid
by Richard Cohen
CAPE TOWN, South Africa-- I
once had a friend who was always:
in trouble. In school, he fought,
talked back to the teachers and,
despite a high IQ, got lousy marks.
To all of this, his father respond
ed with the usual punishments—
and subtle encouragement. For
some reason, the old man liked
what his son was doing.
It would be too strong a state
ment to say that Ronald Reagan
feels the same way about South
Africa and its system of apartheid.
He clearly does not. But maybe
because he cherishes a n ti
communism above all other things,
the sanctions he has imposed look
ed from here like a punishment
meted out by my friend’s father: an
obligation, a duty, but not a sincere
expression of disapproval.
The presidentially imposed sanc
tions were, o f course, big news in
South Africa; indeed, there was no
bigger news. But anyone who read
the papers or watched the news on
television was told that Reagan on
ly acted to cut o ff Congress—and
its stiffer sanctions-- at the pass.
Unlike the congressional sanc
tions, which were fueled by a
disgust at apartheid and t h e
measures used to maintain it (in
cluding the widespread detention of
dissidents), Reagan’s seemed pro-forma, accompanied by the re-quired condemnation o f racism.
Whatever the President’s actual
sincerity, you could not blame the
average South African for discer
ning a wink.
The problem for America is that
the presidential wink can be seen by
blacks as well as whites. What they
want to know is the age-old ques

tion: Which side are you on? It
hardly matters then that a clutch of
State Department and think-tank
experts can defend the so-called
“ constructive engagement” policy
and prove that Jim m y Carter’s
much tougher one was a failure.
What matters is that Reagan
gives the impression that he is on
the side o f the white minority
government. And what matters just
as much is that the administration
deemed the C arter policy a failure
because it produced no substantial
changes in the apartheid system.
True, but Carter’s policy told
blacks where Americans stood.
No American can say he knows
what most South African blacks
think o f the United States—
especially a short-time visitor such
as myself. I can say, though, that
the rhetoric of the black leadership
is becoming militant-- opposed to
capitalism and things American—
and that pro-American liberals here
are troubled by this development.
I can say, too, that if you listen to
the A frica service o f Radio
Moscow, you do not hear a wink
in its condemnation of the South
Africa regime. There is no question
on which side it’s on.
Even Bishop Desmond Tutu, a
moderate by anyone’s definition,
has clearly had it with the Reagan
administration—the President, in
particular. Several days before
Reagan imposed sanctions, I ask
ed Tutu what he thought o f the
President’s earlier statements in
which he congratulated Pretoria
for reforms it had managed to im
plement only in the President’s
imagination.
“ I think they are disgraceful,”
Tutu said. “ If he were my Presi
dent, I would be ashamed o f him.

He can’t be serious. What has im
proved here?” After Reagan im
posed sanctions, Tutu remained
just as critical. He was quoted as
saying that Reagan was “ bending
over backwards” to help the white
minority government. By now,
Tutu must think he knows his man.
Like
the
blacks
who
demonstrated against Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy (D-Mass.) when he
visited here. Tutu’s remarks are yet
another indication o f the damage
done by Reagan to America’s long-term interests in southern Africa.
If Tutu, whose good nature is in
fectious (and whose following is
vast), feels the way he does about
Reagan, think about how other
black South Africans must f e e llike, for instance, the farm workers
I saw who are prohibited from
bringing their wives and children to
the farms where they work.
It is ironic how in the name of
anti-communism, America does
things that could only occur to
Soviet propagandists in their fan
tasies. Every day, the United States
hocks a bit more o f the long term
for just a bit more o f the short
term.
Only those who can’t count
think that blacks will continue to
be excluded from South Africa’s
power structure. That does not
mean that America ought to fo
ment revolution or forget that the
whites, too, are people-- not evil,
just all too human. It does mean,
though, that America’s message
ought to be simple and direct-- not
a policy pronouncement that leaves
a Tutu unmoved and most whites
thinking Reagan was just going
th ro u g h the motions.
As my old high-school friend
could tell you, an impression is

stronger than policy any day.
Already, the policy has crumbled,
leaving just the impression. The
Great Communicator ought to
thing
ab o u t
what
h e’s
communicating.
Richard Cohen is a member o f
the Washington Post Writers
Group and is currently in South
Africa.

student body about illegal
drinking.
The most tragic part o f the pre
sent system
is th at the
neighborhood, including the per
manent residents, loses a good cop
for a petty reason. What if there
were another one o f those rapes occuring while a cop was booking a
pedestrian with a beer? What if a
car stereo was being stolen in the
officer’s usual patrol route? What
if a prowler was sneaking into an
old woman's house while a police
officer is back at the station with
his cup o f coffee, typing the words,
“ charged with public drinking
while being under age.”
As Commander Clark said
though, the police have their
reasons for doing this. “ The law is
the law, have a kid walking up and
down the street with one beer is one
thing. Have him walking the street
with five or six under his belt, you
have a potentially dangerous citizen
whose better judgement may be af
fected by alcohol.”
“ To nitpick or not to nitpick,
that is the question.” I’m sure the
residents of Providence are as con
cerned about the lack police pro
tection as I am. One o f the central
themes in my first dorm meeting
was that we are quests in this town.
If we get out o f line, they are go
ing to crack down on us a little
harder than they would on a year
round resident. To squander need
ed man power on petty arrests in
a violent neighborhood rivals the
police work that made John Rambo a folk hero in First Blood.
What is needed on both o f our
parts is a little common sense. If
the off-campus houses pull their
shades down and not let the noise
be heard outside o f the premises
after a certain hour, then maybe
the police won’t harass parties
anymore. After we get out of those
parties, let’s just walk home, in
small groups o f course, this is a
terrible neighborhood!! Oh, and
incidently, keep your alcoholic
beverages in bags and out o f sight,
so as not to violate the law.
Maybe if we do this the police
will stick to chasing hardened
criminals, and maybe then Henny
Youngsmen’s words will remain a
joke, and not the official policy of
the city o f Providence towards
rapists.
Joe Devine is a member o f the
Class o f '89 and a Business A d 
ministration major.

* R A T continued from pg. 7
these changes came last week by
Father McGreevy, the Vice Presi
dent for Student Services, a lot of
PC students began to grumble that
the Rat just wouldn’t be the same
any more.
The grumblers were right too: it
won’t be the same.
But according to McGreevy, the
choice to keep the Rat nonalcoholic through the school week,
with an option for clubs to reserve
it on weekends, was the best way
to keep as many people happy as
possible.
Certainly, he said, the 2/3 o f the
college who are under 21 cannot
and should not be ignored. And no
one can argue against that.
The drinking age rose to 21 in
July o f 1984. After that, the Rat
did not open until December of
1984 when the college opted to run
its bar exclusively for its students
above the legal drinking age.
That decision did not work. The
law was flagrantly broken every
night, by perfectly nice students
who just wanted to go out and
mingle-- but did not want to go off
campus.
Last semester, the college could

have lost its liquor license per
manently because of mingling peo
ple like me who were under 21.
(And I know I wasn’t the only
one.)
So after we have had a week to
complain about how we’ll miss the
Rat for Monday night beers, we
can at least be thankful that the Rat
wasn’t closed.
And closing the bar was an op
tion before the Club 21 this sum
mer. Composed o f 10 members of
the PC community, three o f whom
are students, the Club 21 chose a
fair option for the students.
No one on the Club 21 Board
can be blamed for the 1984 raising
o f the Rhode Island drinking age.
It is the state law that we have
every right to complain about.
Meanwhile, organize the clubs
you might belong to, or even get
your friends together and form a
new club, and reserve the Rat for
some weekend night.
It can be like old times again.
Maureen McGuire is a member o f
the Class o f '86 and an English
Major.
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B U S IN E S S
Business News
Summary
Tuesday Sept. 10
•The Soviet Union announced its
4th increase in one month in the
price o f its major grade of crude
oil—from 40 to 50 cents a barrel.
•Sears. Roebuck & Co. started
testing its new credit card-- The
Discover Card-- today. It offers
greater service than other credit
cards at higher interest rates.
•AT & T announced it is marketing
a system for handling voice
telephone conversations with com
puters. Callers can carry on conver
sations with computers at banks
and brokerage firms
Wednesday Sept. 11
•Saudi Arabia, O PEC ’s most in
fluential member, stated Tuesday
they will make a substantial reduc
tion in its oil prices after Oct. 1 due
to the tentative agreements with
American, Japanese and Dutch
Companies.
•McGraw Hill Inc. and Citicorp
announced yesterday they will form
a joint venture to allow commodi
ty traders to buy and sell goods as
well as arrange shipping and in
surance, all by computer.
•T he governm ent econom ists
stated yesterday that the New
England region had the highest percapita incomes in the nation in
1984, the average per capitapersonal income was $14,421,
$ 1,632 above the national average.

Thursday Sept. 12
•According to a National Survey
released by Minnesota’s Southwest
State University's Small Business
D evelopm ent
C e n te r-- small
business owners are looking at
higher taxes and interest rates as
the main concerns o f 1986.
•The SEC has filed complaints
against two Rhode Island men,
asking that they be barred from
selling securities due to their use of
misleading information.
•As part of a $ 1 billion debt reduc
tion program, Textron Inc. stated
Thursday it has signed a letter of
intent to sell its B ridgeport
Machines Division to EF Hutton
LBQ Inc. and a Bridgeport division
management group.
•In the past two years the Air Force
has withheld more than $155 billion
in payments to Westinghouse and
Boeing due to defects in a radar
system that Westinghouse makes
for F-16 fighters B-1B bombers.
•Coca-Cola Co. has pledged $5
million to the “ Billy American”
campaign of the textile and apparel
chains. The pledge is payable over
3 years.
Saturday Sept. 14
•The Bank o f Boston Inc. has an
nounced a $6.4 million gain iq the
third quarter. This gain is from the
sale o f an investment made by its
venture capital subsidiary.
•Due to falling commodity prices
on the negative side and cautious
consumers and import plagued in
dustries on the positive side infla
tion has slowed down but left the
economy still sputtering. This in
formation comes from 3 major
governm ent re p o rts released
yesterday.
Sunday Sept. 15
•Chevrolet announced the laun
ching o f a program next month
where the potential buyers will
know before they go in to the
showroom if they are accepted for
a new car loan or not.
•Eastern Airlines has announced a
surchage o f $1 to all passengers fly
ing out o f Logan In t. Airport due
to Boston's new tax on av ia tio n
fuel.
•Due to weaker economic informa
tion, bond prices went up one point
this past week.

Will Sanctions Against S. Africa Work?
by Hobart Rowen
W ASHINGTON-- The hardnosed assessment o f the experts is
that economic sanctions against
South Africa, standing alone, are
unlikely to divert the present
repressive government from its
c o m m i t m e n t to m aintain
apartheid.
Let’s concede the point: History
shows that economic sanctions, ex
cept against tiny and powerless
countries, haven’t been too suc
cessful. Often , the country impos
ing sanctions shoots itself or its
business community to the foot.
But something more appears to
be at work in this case, thanks to
the courageous rebellion of the op
pressed blacks: Panic in the inter
national banking community has
resulted in a collapse o f the South

A frican rand from the 60-to-70
cent range to about 35 cents.
Capital is flooding out o f South

"President Reagan will be
making a m onumental
mistake i f he vetoes a
sanctions bill. "
Africa, and the government has
been forced to close trading on the
foreign exchange and in the stock
market.
The forced devaluation o f the
rand will impose a high penalty on
South Africans in the form o f price
increases for imports, and leave the
South African trade balance in
wreckage. At the 60-70 cent level,

import-export trade was about in
balance. If the present situation
continues, the South African inter
national balance will begin to show
large deficits.
In all probability, the South
African economy will continue to
be battered by events. The black
workers who man the nation’s coal
and gold mines are planning selec
tive strikes, and may ultimately pull
off the first general strike in South
African history.
Meanwhile, banks throughout
Europe have been calling their
loans to South Africa, or tighten
ing up their lines of credit, as a
response to President P.W. Botha’s
refusal to make substantial changges in the apartheid laws.
As a result, Gerhard De Kock,
governor o f the South Africa
Reserve Bank, is on a hasty mission

to Europe, conferring with central
bankers in London, Zurich, and
Frankfurt on a rescheduling of
South Africa’s $17 billion debt.
Two-thirds of that debt matures
within a year, which may force the
government to ask for a mora
torium hurting its redit rating for
years to come.
Thus, President Reagan will be
making a monumental mistake if
he vetoes a sanctions bill, using the
excuse that sanctions alone won’t
force changes from the Botha
government.
Two experts in the field of
economic sanctions, Gary Hufbauer and Jeffrey Schott of The In
stitu te
for
In ternational
Econom ics,
estim ate
that
retaliatory measures now being
(continued on pg. 10)

Consumer Analysis:

HAVING A PARTY
THIS WEEKEND?

Long Distance Options
by Joe San Filippo
“ Thank you for using AT&T .”
For years long distance callers
had no other choice. But as of
January 1, 1984, due to the Justice
Department’s resolving a 1974
government anti-trust suit against
MaBell, alternative long-distance
phone companies have entered the
marketplace. The competition has
become fierce, and now choosing
a long distance company can be as
difficult as choosing a career. Over
50 long distance phone companies
exist today and the number is ever
increasing.
If not already, you will soon be
bombarded with brochures and
fl yers from different long-distance
phone companies campaigning for,
their service. Fortunately, only six
different long-distance phone com
panies serve the Providence area:
AT&T Long Distance Service, First
Phone Link Corp., GTE Sprint,
and SBS Skyline.
Why, you ask, must we choose
a long distance phone company.
The answer lies in the explanation
below describing the break up of
good ol' Bell Telephone Systems.
It took the government thirtyfive years and two lawsuits, but in
the end the government was able to
cut MaBell down to size. The enor
mous wealth o f the company and
its monopolistic tendencies made it
an easy target for prosecution.
Under two lawsuits (1949 and 1974)
each claimed the following com
panies had violated the Sherman
Anti-Trust Act, the government
charged AT&T, Western Electric,
and Bell Laboratories with con
spiracy to monopolize the telecom
munications industry. The second
suit concluded with an agreement
that freed AT&T. In exchange for
this unshackling, the company was
forced to tear itself apart. As a
result, the new AT&T consists of
two sectors: AT&T Communica
tions and AT&T Technologies.
Simply, AT&T Communications
provides long-distance service, and
AT&T Technologies provides pro
ducts and services to the
marketplace.
Enter the competition. When the
court broke up AT&T, it allowed
local phone services to compete
equally with AT&T’s own network.
The court permitted these com
panies the utilization o f “ equal ac
cess:-- e ase o f use and clear com
munication. Before equal access
was available to the other long-distance phone companies, a caller
who wished to use an AT&T com
petitor would have to dial an access
code o f some 14 digits in addition

to the actual number. However, us
ing the equal-access feature enables
callers to dial no more digits than
“ 1” , the area code, and the
number itself.
By this time you have already
chosen your long-distance carrier.
In all fairness, I doubt the majori
ty of you had any idea which com
pany to choose. So, whether by
drawing straws, picking out o f a
hat, or listening to that Joan

Bring WDOM funk along for the
perfect party music. And this
year much more of it... from 6 pm
until 2 am every Friday, Saturday,
& Sunday.

(continued o n pg. 10)

Student
Services
Notice
All student ID cards must be validated for
1985-1986.
Previously issued student ID cards and temporary
ID cards become invalid after Sept. 30, 1985.
Your card may be validated upon presentation
at Student Services, Slavin Center 204.
A penalty fine of $5 will be levied after September 30
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* ECONOMIC SANCTIONS
(co n tin u ed from pg. 9)
considered by Congress would add
up to no more than a $10 nick in
the $2500 per-capita income in
South Africa.
But given the way the South
African economy is reeling under
pressure from the banks, Hufbauer
agreed in an interview, economic
sanctions that by themselves might
be flicked off by Pretoria as a mere
annoyance become a reinforcement
for the more important pressures
for change coming internally.
Even if it ap peared that
economic sanctions would ac
complish little, there is a principle
involved. Sometimes, one has to do
what is right, even if it’s only a cry
in the wilderness. So long as human
beings are killed, so long as those
appalling pictures of armed South
African police clubbing helpless
blacks jump out o f our TV tubes,
no one should oppose any effort to
inflict pain on the B otha
government.
There arc some doubters. Col
umnist George F. Will, in a recent
column scoffing at the proposed
use of sanctions, asked: "A re sanc
tions to remain in place until
Pretoria changes policies? If so,
which policies?"
Hufbauer and Schott, in an ar
ticle written for The Financial
Times (of London) have an answer.
They suggest that coordinated
pressure on South Africa by Euro
pean countries and the United
States should set an achievable

target. Together, the key countries
w ould dem and specific and
pragmatic reforms over a period of
time that would erode the major
underpinnings of apartheid.
Thus, Pretoria would be asked
initially to endorse, and later to im
plement, the program advocated
last January by six South African
employer groups: universal citizen
ship, meaningful political participa
tion for all blacks, free and in
dependent trade unions, the right
to own shops and conduct business
anywhere in the country, and an
end to forced relocation o f people.
That is the minimum the West can
ask for and keep any o f its selfrespect.
Pretoria will resist: There will be
no easy abandonment of the racial
bigotry that the minority o f whites
employs to keep the black majori
ty in slavery. But the pressure will
begin to hurt-- in Pretoria's own
image of itself, and in the pocketbooks o f the whites.
The critical element is coordina
tion. France and Sweden have
already banned all new investment
in South Africa (Sweden has done
so since 1979). But the key players
are England (the biggest investor in
South Africa) and Germany, which
together have 50 percent o f all
foreign investment in South Africa.
Neither wants to pull out.
So far, the three leading conser
vative politicians o f the Western
World-- Ronald Reagan, Margaret
Thatcher and Helmut Kohl—have
put business ahead o f morality:

They condemn apartheid, but insist
on maintaining commercial rela
tionships, arguing that sanctions
don’t work. This is the time for
businessmen and bankers in all
three countries to lead the way.
Hobart R owen is a member o f the
Washington Post Writers Group

Long- Distance
(continued from pg. 9)
Rivers, you came to a decision. But
did you choose the right company
for your needs and for your wallet?
Below is a summary o f each
com pany serving Providence
discussing its advantages as well as
disadvantages.
FIRST PHONE LINK SER
VICE: A relatively small company,
LINK does not offer equal access
to Providence residents. This
means you will be dialing up to 13
additional digits before dialing the
desired number. There are no start
up fees, monthly minimums, or in
stallation costs. It has limited
operator service available only dur
ing the day and early evening. The
transmission quality is fair. LINK
charges customers by the minute
and the mileage to the receiver.
SBS SKYLINE: Another small
company, SBS does not offer the
equal access option to residents of
Providence. SBS has operator ser
vice from 9-9 everyday. There is no
installation or start-up fees yet
there is a fifteen dollar monthly

minimum. SBS connects to only 22
metropolitan cities nationwide. It
establishes its rates according to
geographic makeup under three
categories: (neighboring state,
regional, and coast-to-coast).
T E L E M A R K E T IN G :
TELE M ARKETING does not
provide equal access to Providence.
Their operator-service hours are
similar to SBS and LINK. There is
a ten dollar installation fee with no
m onthly minim um .
TELEM ARKETING has a travel
plan which can be used anywhere
in the U.S. Customers are given a
seven-digit access number which
charges calls to their account when
away from home. There are dis
counted rates for high-volume
calling.
MCI: MCI is the largest longdistance phone company next to
AT&T. It can reach every corner of
the U.S. as well as 30 countries.
MCI has 24 hour customer and
operator service. It also has an at
tractive travel plan that is similar
to AT&T credit card in appearance
yet lower in price. The equal access
feature eliminates the dialing of ex
tra digits. It has no monthly
minimum, start-up fees, or installa
tion fees. There is immediate credit
for wrong numbers. MCI transmits
its calls through fiber optics and
microwaves, which enhance the
quality of the transmission. MCI
also offers significant savings for
volume calling over twenty dollars
a month.
GTE SPRINT: As advertised,

GTE has pumped almost a billion
dollars into its long-distance phone
company. SPRINT offers the con
venient equal access option to its
customers. There is no installation,
no start-up fees, and no monthly
minimum. SPRINT has 24 hour
operators, customer and sales ser
vice, plus immediate credit for
wrong numbers. SPRINT serves
over 375 cities nationwide and has
begun service to a few select coun
tries abroad. SPRINT also offers
a travel plan unique to any other
long-distance company. SPRINT
transm its its service through
satellites which may sometimes
create a disturbance in the quality
o f the transmission.
AT&T: AT&T has the distinc
tion o f being the biggest and the
best in terms of quality and service.
Unfortunately, being the biggest
and best, smaller companies like
GTE, and MCI target their rates to
be significantly low er than
AT&T’s. As a result, AT&T is try
ing to revive its Reach Out America
plan, which charges its customers
a monthly minimum of $9.45 for
the first hour o f use and $8.25 for
each additional hour for calls
anywhere in America. In addition,
AT&T offers special discount rates
for high-volume calling. Although
AT&T has broken up, you will still
receive the same service you have
been accustomed to in the past. It’s
tough being number one.
It’s obvious SPRINT, MCI, and
AT&T offer the best options and
can communicate to the most
places. This is true because these
three companies are “ owners,”
meaning they own their equipment,
and operate their own systems. The
smaller companies are called
“ re-sellers.” They rent their lines
and equipment from the above
companies and in turn, do not en
joy their luxuries.
Now comes the all important
time to choose your carrier for your
long-distance calls. If you wish to
change your existing company or
acquire a secondary company,
simply call the company sales
department at its toll-free number
and request their service.
First Phone Link. 1-800-922-5465
SBS Skyline..........1-800-368-6900
Telemarketing......1-800-861-7900
M CI.........................1-800-624-2222
GTE Sprint........... 1-800-521-4949
AT&T.................... 1-800-222-0300
(For chart comparing companies,
see next week’s column.)

Classifieds
RENT
Dorm refrig, for rent. Call Tony
at 272-3582 for more info.
SERVICES
ONLY 4 BUCKS FOR A HAIR
CUT! Call Margo the Housecall
Barber. 274-1567

G et dow n to business faster.
W ith th e BA-35.
If there’s one thing business
students have always needed,
this is it: an affordable, busi
ness-oriented calculator.
T he Texas Instruments
BA-3 5, the S tudent Business
Analyst.
Its built-in business
formulas let you perform
complicated finance,
accounting and statistical
functions - the ones that
usually require a lot of time
and a stack of reference books,
like present and future value

calculations, amortizations
A powerful combination.
and balloon payments.
T hink business. W ith
The BA-3 5 means you
the BA-35 Student
spend less time calculating,
Business Analyst.
and more time learning. O ne
keystroke takes the place
of many.
The calculator is just part
Creating useful products
of the package. You also get
and services for you.
a book that follows most
business courses: the Business
Analyst Guidebook. Business
professors helped us write it,
to help you get the most out
o f calculator and classroom.

*

, T exas
In str um ents

Professional Haircuts at affor
dable prices for all PC students.
Prices $5.00-$10.00. For an ap
pointment call Andrea, 865-3130.
Day o r night.
WANTED
College students, make your own
hours. Car required (some buses
available). Care for children on
their own homes. Unlimited open
ings. You are paid by parents. Gas
and bus fare reimbursed. Sitting
Co. 461-6622.
S tudent
R eps.—Student
representatives to earn commission
and travel. Lowest prices on cam
pus. For m ore inform ation,
contact:
Town
Tours
Travel
482
M ain
St.
M alden,
MA
01248
617-321-3993
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GET PHYSICAL
WITH D J’s
HANDLEBARS

FITNESS EQUIPMENT CENTERS
WARWICK

SEEKONK

NORTH PROVIDENCE

2304 Post Road

753 Fall River Ave.

1701 M ineral Spring Ave.

733-1910

336-6814

353-0340

\ I= T T N
WIND
PRO TRAINERS

Avm

Reg. $119.95

(With Coupon Only)

245 South Main St.

272-2094

BICYCLES

ROWERS

*319°°
SALE $9995 SALE
Reg. $359.95
BICYCLE
TUNE-UPS
20%

PROVIDENCE

s i o

- s i o o

KRYPTONITE CANONDALE
K -4 LOCK
$27°°
%
(With Coupon Only)

(With C oupon Only)

REG. $36.00

REG. $5-$100
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A R T S /E N
D on’t Miss the Adventures of Mad Max
by Jacqueline Viggiano
This summer’s box-office hits in
cluded several sequels. Among
them was the return o f Mel Gibson
as Max in Mad Max Beyond
Thunderdome. Set in the barren
deserts o f Australia, fifteen years
after Road Warrior, this film in
volves the cult hero who is once
again challenged by the negative
elements o f the post-nuclear
holocaust world. Seeking his stolen
camel train and possessions, Max
is led to Bartertown. Although this
primitive city appears to be alive
with market and trade, the muted
gray and browns of the city reflect
the desolation and despair o f this
post-nuclear culture. Aunty Enti
ty (Tina Turner) is the matriarch of
Bartertown who claims before the
war she was ' nothing.' She tells
Max that in order to be returned his
goods he must enter the city’s bar
baric showplace where one simple
rule is followed: “ Two men enter,
one man leaves."
Max is also taken to the Crack
in the Earth which is inhabited by
a tribe o f children, the descendants
o f an airplane wreck. They are

awaiting their savior who they
believe w ill, tak e them to
“ Tomorrow-morrow Land” , a
place which no longer exists in this
new world. They believe Max is the
savior. The hope o f these children
surface soma feelings in Max he
has not felt in years.
Mel Gibson as Max does not
disappoint the audience in his por
trayal o f the legendary hero.
Although rumors that Gibson was
reluctant to do Thunderdome have
been circulated, his acting is no less
credible in this film than in the two
previous ones. In fact, because
Max lends to exhibit more
humanistic tendencies in this
movie, G ibson’s performance
becomes extremely convincing. As
Gibson himself says, “ In The Road
Warrior Max was sort o f a closet
human being. In this one, protec
tive layers are peeled away. There’s
a lot more depth and variety to the
m an... Had this been just a remake
of Road Warrior I wouldn’t have
done it.”
Although she did appear in The
Who’s cult film Tommy, Thunder
dome is Tina Turner’s acting
debut. She too, is hardly a disap

pointm ent.
A lthough,
she
challenges Max, Turner’s perfor
mance gives Aunty Entity a
mysterious quality rather than the
evil her character’s name implies.
As the Miller half o f the OgilvieMiller directing team stated, “ We
needed someone whose vitality and
intelligence would make her control
over Bartertown credible. She had
to be a positive character rather
that a ' dark' or 'elusive' one." It
was said that the script was work
ed on with her in mind.
Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome
does not contain as much violence
and action as the previous films
because of the concentration on
different elements. However, it
does have enough action to satisfy
the average Mad Max groupie. The
action packed finale is well directed
and worth waiting to see.
This film may contain graphic
scenes but it is not extremely offen
sive and I recommend it. Mad Max
Beyond Thunderdome will be play
ing at the Avon Repertory Cinema
on Thayer Street in Providence
along with The Road Warrior on
Sept. 20-21.

Tina Turner and Mel Gibson as Aunty Entity and Mad Max in
Mad M ax Beyond Thunderdome.

BOP Presents 12th Night
On September 25, at 8:00, in
Blackfriars Theatre, National
P layers, the longest-running
theatrical touring repertory com
pany in America will bring to the
PC campus William Shakespeare’s
delightful comedy o f mistaken
identities in Twelfth Night, or
What You Will.
In a new production that
abounds with energy, color, and
hilarity, the ' Players’ Company
presents this comedy classic in a
delightful setting, featuring rich

Viola (Denise Balthrop), disguised as a young man, receives manly advice from Duke Orsino (Robert
Graham) on courtship in Shakespeare’s 12th Night. Don’t miss it!

Focus On:

Preview:

Blackfriars Theatre
by Anne D’Andrea
There are many prominent
theatres and diverse theatre groups
in the Providence vicinity which in
coming freshman should be aware
of. After three or four weeks of
typical PC weeknights at the library
and weekends at Louie’s or off
campus parties, these theatre
outings offer the student an ex
citing and refreshing change of
pace, as well as cultural
enrichment.
One of the theatres most fre
quented by PC students is right
o u tsid e
your
d o o r—T he
Blackfriars Theatre. It is located on
the first floor o f Harkins Hall. It
is the establishment where our own
Blackfriars Theatre Group per
forms and it is the site for many
productions sponsored by the
Theatre Department, the BOP, and
other departments, clubs, and out
side theatre groups.
Last season the Blackfriars
presented the musical Godspell, the
Greek tragedy Antigone, and the
drama The Dining Room, which
were all quite successful and wellreceived. The BOP presented the
National Players in Tom Stop
p a rd ’s
R osencratz
and
Guildenstern are Dead, and co-

3 E S E A R CH P A P E R S
14,278 to choose from— all subjects
Order Calalog Today with .VisaTMC or COD

B U B 800-351-0222
in Calif. (213) 477-8226
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance
11322 IdahoAve. 1206-SS, Los Angeles CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

costumes and a lively cast. Intrigue
and merriment alternate and in
teract with the romantic affairs of
love-sick, silly aristocrats. The
riotous Sir Toby Belch, the foppish
Sir Andrew Aguecheek, Olivia,
Viola and Malvolio have never
been performed with such a lively
sense o f fun.
Tickets are $2.00 for students
with ID, $4.00 general admission.
They will be on sale in the BOP Of
fice from Thursday, Sept. 19 and
at the door.

sponsored Foodfright, a play about
the female’s obsession with food
and weight. The Theatre Depart
ment also presented Roseweaver’s
Honeysuckle Times, Michael Grando Mime, and two Children’s
Theatre productions. Trinity Rep
also cam e to Blackfriars to
perform.
The theatre Department has also
announced its season. The Caine
M utiny Court Martial by Herman
Wouk will be presented on Nov.
1-3, 8-10. The Imaginary Invalid by
Moliere will be on January 31,
February 2, 7-9. The King o f
Hearts will be presented on April
17-20. 24-27.
Blackfriars Performing Arts
series also has an interesting season
planned. Trinity Rep Conservatory
and RAM Island Dance Company
are among some o f the season’s
productions. Blackfriars Special
Event is proud to present The
Rainbow Box by Boun Way, The
Noodle Doodle Box by Paul Maar,
and 84 Charing Cross Road. Infor
mation on all o f these productions
can be found in the Arts/Entertainment section.
The theater is also used for
many concerts by the PC Chorus
and S ym phonic Band. The
Blackfriars Theatre is the home of
a wide range of theatrical entertain
ment, so plan to attend many of
their enjoyable and professional
productions. The number o f the
Box Office is 865-2298, and any in
coming freshmen interested in
becoming involved in the theater
program should contact John
Garrity at 865-2327. Student ticket
price is usually $2.

Goodbye Charlie at City Lights
City Nights Dinner Theatre’s fall
season opens on September 6 with
George Axelrod’s comedy Goodbye Charlie.
The show deals with what hap
pens to a notorious playboy who is
shot dead, and is reincarnated in
the body o f a gorgeous woman.
The playboy, Charlie learns how
the proverbial " shoe feels on the
other foot.”

The show stars John Cicero of
Warwick, Sharon Lee O ’Neil, a
T rinity Square Conservatory
graduate from Riverside and Kathy
Salisbury o f Cumberland. It is
directed by David Jepson.
City Nights fall season begins
after a two month hiatus, during
which time, apprentices and com
pany members have been working
at remodeling the theatre with new

A rt afficionado
R eader of best sellers
T heatre lover
SsH O W BIZ DEVOTEE
&

E nthusiast
New -idea bearer
Top 40 fan
E loquent communicator
R ecord collector
T elevision addict
A spiring critic
I nterviewer
If you are many, a few.
NlGHTCLUB LOVER
or all of these things.
m.
theARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
•"O VIE BUFF
section warns YOU"

AH interested contact ANNE
D'ANDREA, Box 2918
or call 865-2214

coats o f paint, black velvet drapes,
a sophisticated lighting system and
a fully enlarged stage. The theatre’s
main entrance is now embellished
with a theatre marquee.
City Nights has also added a
group o f subscription packages as
well as a patron program.
The season line-up includes
Arsenic and Old Lace Oct 4-26), A
Christmas Carol (Nov 15-21),
Same Time Next Year (Jan 17-Feb
8), The Fantastiks (Feb 28-April
12), Under the Yum Yum Tree
(May 2-24), N o Sex Please, W e’re
British (June 6-28).
Goodbye Charlie will run every
Friday and Saturday in September
in the second floor ballroom o f the
Elk’s Building Complex on Ex
change Street, next to the
Pawtucket Times Building. Patrons
are entertained amid the theatre’s
architectural elegance o f the Roar
ing 20’s. Easy access from Route
95 (Downtown Pawtucket exit
27—a few blocks from Apex).
There are three parking lots within
a half block o f the theatre.
Tickets for complete dinner and
show are $13.50. Cocktails are
available. Dinner is served at 7:00.
Curtain is at 8:15.
Tickets to City Nights are by
reservation only. For reservations,
directions, information on group
rates or subscriptions, call the Box
Office 723-6060.

ENTERPRISING JOURNALIST

Writers’ Block Cured

Noteworthy writer

Send S2 for calalog of over 16,000
topics lo assisl your writing efforts
and help you defeal Writers' Block.
For info., call TOLL-FREE 1-800621-5745. (In Illinois, call 312-9220300). Authors' Research, Rm. 600-N,
407 S. Dearborn. Chicago, IL 60605

IA LE N T SCOUT
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TER TA IN M EN T
Make a Trip to Trinity!
by Betsy Beaulieu
Already the annual rumblings
have begun.
“ Providence is boring."
“ There’s nothing to do at P C .”
“ The weekends are dull."
Granted, Providence is not
Boston or New York City, but we
do have one special attraction that
none o f the other meccas of
bigtime entertainment can boast:
Trinity Square Repertory Company.
Trinity is one o f the leading
repertory companies in America
Founded in 1964, productions
were originally staged in the annex
o f Trinity Methodist Church,
located in Trinity Square, Pro
vidence. Today, the old Majestic
Theatre, formerly a vaudeville
house and movie palace, houses the
repertory company. There are ac
tually two theatres here, a tradi
tional circular, thrust-stage theatre
up stairs and an innovative,
“ empty-box” theatre downstairs,
which is the site o f much o f Trini
ty’s renowned experimentation.
Trinity Square Repertory Com
pany has participated in the
showcase o f American Repertory
Theatre on Broadway, its produc
tions have travelled to virtually
every major city in America and
have also been film ed as
“ teledramas” for PBS television.
The high point o f Trinity Square
Repertory Company’s existence thus

modern relationships and the
Catholic Church, the American
family in Durang’s latest topic.
An American classic is the first
play in the upstairs theatre season.
Tennessee Williams’ Cat on a Hot
Tin Roof, opening Oct. 11, is a
dramatic look at one family’s at
tempt to know itself. This is the
type o f play at which Trinity usual
ly excels.
The next production, in the
downstairs theatre, is Adrian Hall’s
w orld-prem iere ad aption of
Richard Wright’s novel, Native
Son. This work is a powerful
dramatization of the fate of a black
teenager who is thrust into an alien
white society. Native Son begins on
Nov. 22 and continues Trinity
Rep’s world-famous reputation as
a developer o f new and exciting
dramatic works.
During the holiday season an an
nual favorite will be staged.
Dicken’s beloved A Christmas
Carol will open for the ninth time
at Trinity on Nov. 26. No an
nouncement has been made yet as
to who will play this year’s
Scrooge.
The final production o f the
season will be Eugene O’Neill’s
masterpiece, Long Day’s Journey
into N ight, which will begin
upstairs on April 18. This produc
tion will mark the return to RI of
Katherine Helmond, one of the

T r in ity S q u a r e
R e p e r to r y C o m p a n y
far, however, came in 1980-81,
when it received the Antoinette
Perry (TONY) Award for “ Best
Repetory Theatre” by National
Critics Association o f America.
For over twenty years Trinity has
been th e hom e o f some o f
America’s brightest young actors
and actresses and seasoned veterans
alike. Many o f their shows have
been American an d /o r World
Premiere productions.
The company’s director, Adrian
Hall, is strongly committed to the
repetory theatre movement in
America. In keeping with the spirit
o f adventure that he has always en
couraged, Hall recently announc
ed that Trinity’s 1985-86 season
would be entitled “ Americana
Revisited” . A season-long tribute
to American dram a has been
planned as follows:
Trinity Rep’s 22nd season begins
on Sept. 20 in the downstairs
theatre with Christopher Durang’s
new comedy, The Marriage o f
Bette and Boo. Durang is one of
the hottest playwrights on the
American scene right now. Known
for his stinging examinations of

first members of Trinity Rep, who
later starred in the television series,
Soap. Some o f the most prestigious
actors at Trinity have been cast in
this play, one o f the world’s great
dramatic works, which explores the
failed dreams and bitter regrets of
the Tyrone family.
Also under consideration for
production in the 22nd season at
Trinity Rep are Life and Limb, a
new play by Keith Reddin, S .J.
Perelm an’s The Beauty Part, and
Once in a Lifetime by Kaufman
and Hart.
Everyone should attempt to see
one o f these fine productions. Fre
quently tickets may be obtained in
advance from Fr. McPhail’s office
for only fifty cents. Also, student
rush tickets are available (halfprice) at the box office one-half
hour before each night’s perfor
mance. Fo r ticket information call
351-4242.
Don’t miss out on this great
celebration o f the American con
tribution to drama. Experience
T rin ity
S qu are
Repertory
Company-- one of Providence’s
finest treasures.

Watch fo r The Cowl's
TV Picks and Pans

(L to R): Keith Jochim, Barbara Orson, Derek Meader, David PB Stephens, Becca Lish, Patricia Thomas,
Richard Ferrone, and Anne Scurria in Trinity Summer Rep's production of B ABY. (Photo by Ron
Manville)

Book Review

A Guide for Surviving Western Civ
by Betsy Beaulieu
Every new college freshman has
a list o f secret fears; the quality of
cafeteria food, the heavy work
load, the dating scene and the
unknown stranger soon to be
designated your “ roommate” for
the next nine months. These are
among the most common concerns
o f campus novices.
Unique to incoming Providence
College freshmen is an additional
phobia: dread o f Western Civ., the
rigorous, four-semester course in
the history and culture o f the
world’s greatest civilization, which
is mandatory for all students.
Recently, while brow sing
through a local bookstore one,lazy
summer day, I stumbled across a
publication which may help many
PC freshmen to overcome much of
their anxiety concerning Western
Civ. This book is a part o f the
Barnes and Noble Outline Series
and comes in two volumes:
Western Civilization to 1500 and a
second volume which details postRenaissance existence up through
the postwar era.
Western Civilization to 1500, a
paperback of about 250 pages,
could serve as a course outline for
our own program. It begins by'examining the earliest-known civiliza-

/

tions, and progresses to Greece,
home o f Athens- the birthplace of
democracy and long considered the
pinnacle o f Western Civilization.
Several chapters detail the rise
of Rome as one o f the greatest and
strongest empires known to man.
This volume concludes with ex
tensive coverage o f the Middle
Ages and civilization’s evolution
into the Renaissance, a spectacular
period of rebirth and renewal on all
fronts.
The chapters are not merely
historical renderings o f dry facts.
Integrated with the material is a
wealth of related information, with
special attention paid to the
religious aspects and the arts. The
chapters pull together much of the
material in a way similar to that
which must be mastered by the stu
dent hoping to achieve success in
Western Civ.
This “ study guide” also has a
number o f helpful features. There

SEE BROADW AY’S
1

\m \
\m

R.I. THIS SEASON!!!

Dreamgirls
\ Brigadoon

\ \42nd Street
1II 1 / / \ /
1 1/ Providence Performing
1k/
Arts Center

AU D ITIO N S
The American Band o f Pro
vidence will hold auditions for new
members during the week of
September 22. The American Band
is open to adults who are interested
in performing quality band music
in a professional setting. The band
rehearses each Thursday evening
from 7:30 to 9:30 P.M . at Rhode
Island College in Providence, R .I.
Persons wishing to schedule an
audition should call the music
department at Rhode Island Col
lege at 401-456-8244.

Brown Opens Season with Black Comedy
Brown University Theatre will
kick off the 1985-86 season with a
two-man show entitled How I Got
That Story, by Amlin Gray. Per
formances are scheduled for 8:00
p .m., Wednesday through Sunday,
September 18-22 in Leeds Theatre
on the Brown campus.
How I G ot That Story is one of
several contemporary plays that
deals with the Viet Nam War and
its effect on the individual as well

as an American society as a whole.
Although the scene is set in
“ Ambo-Land” the connection is
strongly made with Southeast Asia
and the Viet Nam War. As seen
through the eyes o f a reporter
assigned to cover the war, the play
takes place in a series o f some
twenty short episodes that chroni
cle his initial experiences and in
evitable consumption in the hor
rific happenings around him.

Directed at Brown by graduate stu
dent Jay Dorff, How I Got That
Story is at once a darkly comic play
and a searing social statement.
Tickets to How I Got That Story
are $5.00 each on Wednesday,
Thursday and Sunday (discounts to
students and senior citizens, $3.00),
$6.00 each on Fridays and Satur
days ($4.00 discounted). For reser
vations and information call (401)
863-2828.

are many maps, timetables o f im
portant dates, charts, graphs,
chronologies o f events (especially
wars), and a list of memorable
rulers through the ages, with ac
com plishm ents
across
the
disciplines given next to each
n a me /e ra . Such integrated
knowledge is very much the aim of
PC’s program in the Development
of Western Civilization.
Also included are sample essay
questions to better prepare the stu
dent in assimilating what is most
important to learn. None o f this
alone, however, is enough to
guarantee a breeze through the
history o f mankind.
After two years, you will be ge
nuinely amazed at the scope o f in
formation which you have learned.
As stated in the preface to Western
Civilization to 1500. “ History
serves as more than a remembrance
o f times gone by and o f past efforts
o f man; it serves as a guide for our
actions which shape our future.”
Western Civilization, Volumes 1
and 11, are available at College Hill
Bookstore on Providence’s East
Side
fo r
$5.25
each

ELEK-TEK. . .

SAVES YOU MORE
ON CALCULATORS

M
CALCULATORS
HP-11C Scientific...... 58
HP- 12C Financial...... 90
HP-15C Scientific .. .... 90
HP-16C Programmer ___ 90

. 105'
•41CV.
HP-41CX...............245
~-71B Computer
Optical Wand .....
CardReader......
■tenter(82143A) .
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Arts and Entertainment Update
ART EXHIBITS
by Christine Parisi
Bannister Gallery, Rhode Island
College. R IC A rt Department
Senior Show -- May 9-17; RIC Art
Department Graduate Show-- M ay
23- June 1
Bert Art Gallery, Biltmore Plaza,
Providence. 353-1723. W ed.-Sat..
10:00 a .m.- 400 p.m.
Bell Gallery, List Art Center,
Hunter House, 54 Washington St.,
Newport, RI.
Candlelight Tour, colonial bill and
fare music, marking the 40th an
niversary of the Preservation Socie
ty of Newport County, May 24-- 6
p.m .-8 p.m . 847-1000.
Hunt-Cavanagh Art Gallery, Pro
vidence College, lower campus.
Mon.-Thur. 9:30 a .m.-4:30 p .m.,
6:30 p .m .-9:00 p.m .; Fridays 9:30
a .m.-4:00 p.m.
Museum of Rhode Island History
at Aldrich House, 110 Benevolent
Street, Providence. Tues.-Sat.
11:00 a .m .- 4:00 p .m .; Sun.
1:00-4:00 p.m. Admission is S 1.50
for adults, 50 cents for senior
citizens and students.

Rhode Island School of Design
Museum 224 Benefit St., Pro
vidence. 331-3511. Hours: Tues.,
Wed., Fri. and Sat.. 10:30 a.m.-5:00
p.m .; Thur. 12:00-9:00 p.m .; Sun.
2:00-5:00 p.m. Auction by Design
1985- M ay 7-10, 10:30 a .m.-5:30
p .m.; Rhode Island Collects Asian
A rt-- M ay 3-June 29.
Rhode Island Watercolor Society
Gallery, Slater Memorial Park, Ar
mistice Blvd, Pawtucket, R.I.
726-1876. Gallery hours: Tues.-Sat.
10:00 a .m .-4:00 p .m ., Sun.
1:00-5:00 p.m. An exhibition of
Watercolors and Oils by Deborah
Y. Farley, Louis A. Emma and
Helen M. Pierce-- April 21-May
10; May 12-31, Annual Members
Show.
Roger Williams College, Bristol,
255-1000. “ The Legacy o f Roger
Williams,” Mar. 1-28. Scenes of
the 17th century England and col
onial America tell the story of
Rhode Island’s founder. The ex
hibit goes beyond the popular im
age to reveal Williams’ strong
personality.
Smith G oodrich Gallery, 262
Weybosset St., Providence. Three

For All Gallery , 3rd floor. Arcade,
Providence. Sponsored by RISD
Museum of Art, Rhode Island
Historical Society and Rhode
Island Preservation Society. Mon.Sat. 10:00 a .m.-5:00 p.m. WoodsGerry Gallery, 62 Prospect St ,
P rovidence. M on.-F ri. 9:00
a .m .-4:00 p .m .; Sat. 11:00
a .m.-4:00 p.m.; Sun. 2:00-5:00 p.m.

ON STAGE
Alias Stage, 50 Aleppo St., Pro
vidence. Request Concert by Franz
Xauer Kroetz and That Time by
Sam uel
B echett—
May
3-26;performances every Friday
through Monday at 8:00 p.m.
City Nights Dinner Theatre, Ex
change S treet, Paw tucket,
723-6060.
Metro Stage presents Pippin at
Cranston High School West,
Metropolitan Rd., Cranston. May
10-12, 17-19. Fri. and Sat. at 8:00
p.m ., Sun. at 5:00 p.m. For Ticket
in fo rm atio n call 941-7307,
738-0712, 822-3392, 728-4576.
Providence Perform ing Arts
Center, 220 Weybosset St., Pro

Brand New
Groups for
OFF-CAMPUS FRESHMEN
The Student Development Center is sponsoring small informal group
sessions for off-campus freshmen.

• If you want to meet and talk with other freshmen living off campus
• If you want to share common housing experiences

vidence
421-2997.
RI
Fri., Sept. 20-- Poor Boy, $2.00
Philharmonic-- May 4-18 at 8:30 cover charge
p.m.; Spring Fundraiser with Steve
Sat., Sept. 21-- Second Ave,
Laurence and Eydie Gorme—May
$2.00 cover charge
7, 8:30 p.m .; Wynton Marsalis—
W ed., Sept. 25-- D.J. Tom
May 28, 8:00 p.m. For ticket infor Hines
mation call 421-ARTS.
Frat House, 1522 Smith Street,
The Rhode Island Shakespeare North Providence. 353-9790.
Theatre, The Swanhurst Theatre,
Thurs.,-Sat., Sept. 19-21-- Strut
Webster St., Newport. 849-7892. Every Sunday Ladies Nite w/The
Rhode Island Feminist Theatre, Probes.
P rovidence, 273-8654. The
M on., Sept. 23---The Name
Strength o f the Stone, an oral
T u es., S ep t. 24 -- N o Exit
history play with music, May "College N ite*
3-- 8:00 p.m. at the Kingston Free
Cover charge: Sun.-Thur.-- $4;
Library, May 8-- 7:00 p.m. at the Fri. and Sat.-- $5
Pawtucket Library, May 11-- 8:00
Sunday! after 9:30-- ladies’ free
p.m. at the Branford Citizens Club, admission
May 17- - 7 :30 p.m. at Block Island G. Flagg’s, 3172 Pawtucket Ave.,
Library. Admission is free.
Providence. 433-1258.
RIC Theatre Production, Roberts
Open bar-- 8:00-9:00; T h u r.Auditorium. Hello Dolly, April Sun.-- 2 for 1- 8 :00-11:00; $4
2528, Thurs-Sat 8:00 p .m . , Suncover charge.
3:00p.m.
Gillary’s, 198 Thames St., Bristol.
Trinity Square Repertory C o., 201 253-2012.
W ashington S t., Providence,
Fri., Sept. 20—Dynagroove
521-1100. Master Harold and the
Sat., Sept. 21-- Bay Mtn. Boy’s
Boys by Athol Fugard, through
Free Admission
May 19, in the dow nstairs G ulliv e r’s,
F arnum
Pike,
theatre. Present Laughter, by Noel Smithfield. 231-9898.
Coward, through May26, in the
Sept. 19-21-- The Buzz
upstairs theatre; First A nnual Old
S u n ., Sept. 22-- No Exit,
Fashioned Ice Cream and Dessert Underage Nite
Social, a benefit for Trinity Rep.,
Mon., Sept. 23-- Fallen Angle
May 5, 1:00-5:00 p.m.
Tues., Sept. 24-- Second Ave
Call Fr. McPhail's office Mon. and
Wed., Sept. 25-- The Name
Tues. regarding 50 cent tickets to
Thurs., Sept. 26-- Fallen Angle
Trinity Rep.
J .R .’s Fastlane, Washington St.,
Providence. 273-6771
Thurs., Sept. 19-- Ladies Nite
8-10, $.50 drinks w /D .J.
Fri.
&
S a t.,
Sept.
Blackfriars Theatre Harkins Hall,
20-21-- Overland Express (Country
Providence College. May 3-- 8:00
p.m., PC Symphonic Band and PC
Western)
Chorus.
W ed., Sept. 25-- E nglish
The Providence Mandolin O r
(Rock’n Roll)
chestra, May 3-- 8:00 p.m. at
Open bar every night, 7:30-9:30.
DePasquale Square for the St.
Cover charge varies. Wed.-- Open
Joseph Day F estival. C all
bar for ladies, 8:00-11:00; for men,
785-9451.
7:00-8:00
The Leroy Theatre. 66Broad St.,
K irby’s, Rt. 7, Sm ithfield.
Pawtucket, (617) 376-2978. The
231-0230
Outlaws with the Fools, April
H appy
hour
every
day-- 3:00-7:00
26- 7 :30 p.m.
RIC, 600 Mt. Pleasant Ave, Pro
Thur.-- 50 cent drinks for ladies,
vidence, 456-8244.College Concert,
8 :00 - 10:00
directed by Francis Marciniak,
Cover charge on Fri. and Sat.
Last Call Saloon, 15 Elbow St.,
May 3-- 8:15 p .m . Roberts
A u d itorium ; Rita V. Bicho
Providence. 421-7170.
Thurs., Sept. 19-- Dawn Brown
M emorial C oncert with RIC
Chorus and Symphony Orchestra,
& The Reactors w/Next Exit
May 6-- 8:15 p .m . R oberts
Fri., Sept. 20-- James Mon
Auditorium.
tgomery’s Blues Band
Sat., Sept. 21-- Rockin’ Valen
tino’s w /Sleepy La Buf
S u n .-M o n .,
S e p t.
22-23-- Comidiac Movie: Robot
C IC C om plex-- Sttudio 33,21
Monster
Holden St., Providence. 942-7330.
Tues. , Sept. 24-- The Rites
Saturday, March 30 at 1:30 p.m.
Record Review: Blue Movie
Thom Marlowe will conduct a
W ed.,
Sept.
25-- Duke
Master Jazz class for intermediate
Robellard
and advanced dancers.
$2 cover charge
The Festival Ballet, presents
Living Room, 273 Promenade St .
Cinderella, April 27 and 28 at
Providence. 521-2520.
P rovidence P erform ing A rts
Cover charge varies.
Center. Tickets: $15, $12, $.10, and
$6. Reservations: 353-1129.
Thurs., Sept. 10-- Opening Acts:
Volga & Lifeboat
Main Attraction: Beat Rodeo
Fri. , Sept. 20-- New all ages
by Jen LaTorre
show at 7:30 p.m. featuring The
Threats and the Schemers
Alias Smith and Jones, 50 Main
Late Show, The Theats, The
St., East Greenwich. 884-0756.
Schemers, and The Dames
Thurs., Sept. 19-- The Blues Hill
Lupo’s, 377 W estminster S t.,
Nite
Providence.
(continued to pg. 15)

CONCERTS

DANCE

— Then why not sign up for a group meeting time at the Student
Development Center. (Slavin 209)
For more information, call
JACKIE MACKAY or CLAIRE RODRIGUES
at

865-2343

CLUBS

VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards ? ; CREDITCETTER,BOX
Now YOU c>n h a v e two o f th e mosc r e c o g n iz e d and a c c e p te d
c r e d i t c a r d e I n th e w o r l d . . .VISA® and M a s te r c a r d ^ c r e d i t
c a r d a . . . . " I n y o u r nam e" EVEN IF YOU MU NEW IN CREDIT o r
HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE I
VISA® and M a ate rC aril^ , th e *
c r e d i t r a r d a you d e e e rv e and n e ed f o r * ID * BOOKS
« DEPARTMENT STORES • TUITION * ENTERTAINMENT
• EMERGENCY CASH » TICKETS » RESTAURANTS
* HOTELS k HOTELS • CAS • CAR RENTALS * REPAIRS
• AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RAT INC I
T h in 1 b th e c r e d i t c a r d I n f o r m a tio n k i t s t u d e n t s h av e
b e e n r e a d in g a b o u t i n p u b l i c a t i o n s fro m c o a s t to
c o a s t an d in c l u d e s SPECIAL STUDENT APPLICATIONS
f o r M a u terC a rd k V isa au w e l l a s o t h e r n a t i o n a l
c h a r g e c a r d e . A p p ro v a l a b s o l u t e l y g u a r a n te e d s o
H u r r y .. . . f i l l o u t t h l e c a rd t o d a y . . . .
Y our c r e d i t c a r d e a r e w a lc in g l

291584,

DAVIE,F L

33329 |

YES!

I want VISA^MasterCard^credit |
| cards. Enclosed find $ 1 5 which is 1 0 0 Z |
refundable if not approved immediately |
1
1
NAME
i
i
1
ADDRESS
C ITY

PHONE
signature

STATE
SO C

ZIP
SEC U RITY •

|
j
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M on.-W ed.-- O pen
b ar,
8:00-9:00
Cover charge varies
Wed., Sept 18-- Max Creek
T h u rs.,
Sept.
19-- Groovemaster’s
Sat., Sept 21-- Denny Lane & the
Crack Band
Sun., Sept. 22-- Reggae Dance
Party 5-9 p.m .
Every Tuesday-- Tom Keegan &
the Language
“ Cahoot's” Marriott Lounge, Pro
vidence. 272-2400. Throughout
Sept.; Area Code
Muldoon’s Saloon, 250 South
Waters St., Providence. 331-7523.
Thurs.-Sat.,-- Lohn C onnor’s
Sun., Sept. 22-- Grand Opening
Party
Tues., Sept. 24-- Frank Ryan
Wed., Sept. 25-- Fintan Stanely
Happy hour every day until 9:00
$2 cover charge on Fri. and Sat.
Periwinkle’s, The Arcade, Pro
vidence. 274-0170.
Every Sun. and Wed.-- Frank
Santos—R-Rated hypnotist
Every Tues.-- Flashback
Every T h u rs .-- O pen Nite
Comedy-Amatuer’s
Every Fri. and Sat.-- Comedy
Review-Prof essionals

ON SCREEN
Avon Repertory Cinema, Thayer
St., Providence. 421-3315.
W ed.
&
T h u rs .,
Sept
18-19-- W oody A llen D ouble
Feature
Annie Hall—7:30
Everything You always wanted
to know about Sex but were afraid
to ask- -7:30
Fri.-Sat.,—Big Chill/S t. Elmo’s
Fire— 12:00 a .m.
Cable Car Cinema, North Main
St., Providence. 272-3970
Liquid Sky-- 7:15
Big B ro th er from anoth er
P la n e t- 9:15
Stran g er
than
Paradise—7:15-9:15
Castle Theater, 1029 Chalkstone
Ave., Providence. 831-2555.
Sum m er R ental-- 7-9 p .m.;
Wed. matinee 1:00 p.m.
E .J.—7-7 p.m .; Wed matinee

1:00 p .m .
St. Elmo’s Fire-- 7-9 p.m.; Wed.
matinee 1:00p.m.
Lincoln Mall Cinema, Rt. 116, Lin
coln. 333-2130.
Teen Wolf and Pee Wee’s Big
A d v e n tu re -1:15, 2:15, 5 :15, 7:15,
9:15
Real
G enius
and
Volunteer’s-- 1:00, 3:05, 5:10,
7:20, 9:30
Monday-Saturday before 6:00
p.m .-- $2;Sundays and holidays
first show only-- $2; general
admission—$4
Show case C inem a, Seekonk.
336-6020.
Year of the Dragon-- 1:30, 4:15,
7:15, 9:50, (Fri/Sat) 12:10
Follow that Bird-- 7:20, 3:20,
5:20
Burial G round-- 7:40, 10:10,
(Fri/Sat) 12:00
Gremlins- 1 :00, 3:05, 5:05
Nightmare on Elm St.-- 7:45,
10:05, (Fri/Sat) 12:00
Better O ff Dead-- 1:15, 3:15,
5 :15, 7:25, 9:35, (Fri/Sat) 11:40
Delta P .J .-- 1:25, 3:25, 5:20,
7:30, 9:55, (Fri/Sat) 12:05
Back to the Future--1 :00, 3:10,
5:15, 7:35, 9:55, (Fri/Sat) 12:05
American Ninja-- 1:10, 3:10,
5 :10, 7:35, 9:45, (Fri/Sat) 11:40
Compromising Position-- 1:05,
3:05, 5:05, 7:20, 9:55, 11:55
Monday-Saturday before 6:00
p.m .—$2; Sundays and holidays,
first show only-- $2; general
admission- - 4 .50
Warwick Mall Cinema, Warwick.
738-9070.
Admission S2 for first show on
ly, M on.-Sat.; Admission $4 all
other shows.___________
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T h e T a felm usik B aroque O rch estra will p erform o n Sunday. Septem ber 22, at the N ew port Festival O pera.

Introducing

The N ew port Festival Opera
It’s safe to say that the Newport
Festival Opera is an arts organiza
tion whose equal has never been
seen in Rhode Island, and one that
will help to improve, and assure the
social, cu ltural, a rtistic and
economic future o f Newport,
Rhode Island, and New England.
Born some two years ago of the
artistic vision o f founder and ex
ecutive director, David Pelton, a
Rhode Island native,-- whose ac
complishments include interna
tional professional performances as
an operatic and recital tenor, pro
ducer and director of Newport
Festival Opera will develop an
opera festival to equal such
venerable institutions as England’s
Glyndebourne, Sweden’s Drottningholm , and America’s own San
ta Fe and Charleston festivals.

t

w

University o f San D iego

&chool of Law

Law School
Candidates
are invited to discuss law school
admissions and pursuit of the
J.D. degree with a U.S.D. graduate.

Friday, September 20,1985

A second but no less important
goal o f the Newport Festival
Opera, or NFO , will be to educate
the public in the uniqueness, beau
ty, accessibility, and appeal of
opera, and to instill in its audiences
a genuine enthusiasm and apprecia
tion for this form.
Two hallmarks o f the Company
are the insistence on and
maintenance o f uncompromising
ly high standards o f quality and
painstaking attention to detail.
These traits have been, and will
continue to be recognizable not on
ly in the calibre o f the perfor
mances the NFO presents, but also
in the company’s administration,
promotion, annual program book,
picnic lunches-- in sh o rt, in
everything.
The Newport Festival Opera will

present its inaugural chamber con
certs on two consecutive September
weekends-the 14th, 15th, 21st, and
22nd. The artists will be Malcolm
Bilson, fortepiano, on Saturday the
14th, Stanley Ritchie, violin, and
Malcolm Bilson, fortepiano, oh
Sunday the 15th, and Tafelmusik
with Drew Minter, countertenor,
on Sunday the 22nd. Tickets prices
for each performance are $15.00,
$10.00, and $7.50. They may be
purchased in advance [call
401-847-7120] or at the door.
Newport is obviously the perfect
city for this venture. With its uni
que cultural and social history, this
“ pearl-by-the-sea” has been since
the turn o f the century the place
“ to g o" and the place “ to be” . It
is only fitting that it now be home
to the Festival Opera.

CAR
P O O L IN G
S E R V IC E
SA VE MONEY — SA VE GAS
MEET PEOPLE FROM YOUR AREA

Due to the large interest, the Commuter
Board is starting a new service called
CAR POOLING. If you would like to take
p<rt in it, please stop by the office
located in room 111, Slavin Center.

11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
COMMUTER BOARD
Slavin Room 111

SIGN UP AT THE
SLAVIN CENTER, ROOM 105

865-2372
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BOP NEWS
JULIA
M1GENESJOHNSON

M k k iS P M m d e
sam ai

-

All movies $1.00
Popcorn
and
Soda
Available

Thrillingly sung, beautifully realized...a director’s
tour de force...should please moviegoers and music
lovers alike.”
-W illia m Wolf, G A N N E T T NEW S SERVICE

Tra ve l presents...

<<M S ? U 5 M T

Trip to Fenway Park

BOSTON RED SOX
vs-

Tickets $5.00 on sale in B.O.P. office
THURSDAY 4:00-5:00
FRIDAY 9:30-3:30
||ft)
SATURDAY 1:00-4:00

Saturday, Sept. 21
Tickets $5 on sale until Friday
Buses leave Slavin at 12 Noon

* 2 1 and over m u st sh o w driver’s license

No tickets sold at door.

Fine A rts presents...

S pecial E ve n ts presents...

9

D.J.
Saturday, Sept. 21st

DETROIT TIGERS

Dance
^ Party

featuring a

The National Players in

p

in the

“Twelth Night”
Sept. 25-Wed.
8:00 in Blackfriars Theatre

Last Resort
with a

DJ.
Friday, Sept. 20 - 9-1 a.m.

Tickets $4 general admission
$2 with PC I.D.
On sale in B.O.P. office
starting Sept. 18th
Tickets also available at door.
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FEATURES
Coping With Stress in the College Environment
by Francis T. O’Brien
Stress is inherent in our daily
lives from birth to death, and that's
not all bad. Without stress, life
would probably seem boring and
we might find ourselves uninspired.
Also, there is positive stress and
negative stress called distress. Many
o f us do our best work under a
moderate amount of stress, a llwoing positive stress to work for us.
D istress occurs when stress
becom es u nm anageable and
threatens our well-being.
The college environment can be
one o f the most stressful en
vironments that students will ever
encounter. “ Since college students
have to adjust to new classes, new
professors, new peers and often
new living conditions, they are
prime prospects for stress.” While
it’s true that many students enjoy
the change, there are indications
that others find their college years
difficult and distressful. This is not
surprising when you consider that
while they are trying to adapt to
constant change, students are also
dealing with uncertainty about
their futures and the constant
threat o f failure.
Stress cannot and should not be
eliminated from our lives because
it provides many useful functions.
The most important seems to be the
emergency response which helps us
deal with potentially threatening
situations. Therefore, we must ac
cept stress and try to make it our
friend, not our foe. Although life
is a learning continuum, the college
years, in particular, focus on the
adult learning process, and are
critical years for learning both
positive and negative ways to han
dle the stress o f life.
The nature of stress
To understand stress and how it
affects us, we must recognize it as
a physical response. When we
perceive something as stressful,
whether the situation is pleasant or
unpleasant, our body responds in
a charact eristic manner. The event
or situation does not have to be
threatening in reality, but if we
perceive it as such, it can cause
distress. Since events are perceived
differently by different people,
few, if any, would elicit the same
intensity o f response in everyone:
therefore, each o f us has an in
dividually defined point at which
we become stressed.
Most o f us are familiar with the
affect o f adrenalines. Most o f us
have felt an adrenaline rush: our
h earts
beat
fa ste r,
body
temperatures rise, and breathing is
accelerated. At the same time, car
bohydrate metabolism increases,
heart arteries dilate and glucose is

metabolized into the blood stream
by way o f the liver, providing us
with a quick source o f energy.
These and many other reactions oc
cur in a matter o f seconds. The
body quickly prepares itself for ac
tion. Once the perceived stressor is
removed, the body returns to a
relatively stable state o f
equilibrium.
Generally, the stress response is
adaptive as an emergency reaction.
Indeed, the adaptive response helps
prepare us to defend against poten
tially life-threatening situations.
The problems occur when we con
tinue to activate the body’s
defenses without finding ways to
slow down and restore it to
equilibrium. Poor stress manage
ment has been identified as one of
the high risks associated with heart
disease and others stress related il
lnesses. The human body is like a
car: one that travels 200 miles per
hour over an extended period of
time will break down more rapidly
than one traveling 55 mph.
The college environment
The stress that most college
students feel seems to have several
sources. The college environment
is one in which the student is con
stantly adapting to change and
dealing with uncertainty. Some
students find this change to be
quite enjoyable, while others find
it very distressful.
The first year of college is one of
obvious change. Most college
students have never lived away
from home for an extended period
o f time. They may have gone to
summer camp or visited a relative,
but typically, these involved only
short periods o f time. Living away
from home for longer periods of
time and accepting the responsibili
ty that this inevitably brings, re
quire considerable adjustment on
the part o f the student. It is also
during these years that students,
whatever their living arrangements,
are often struggling with the issue
o f autonomy and beginning to
question their role in the family and
the world in general. They are often
searching for their own values and
beliefs, but may find it difficult to
adjust to them if they are inconsis
tent with those they learned as
children.
The academic environment also
represents a big change for college
freshmen. In contrast to high
school, college is usually less per
sonal, class sizes are larger and
students are less likely to know
their professors outside o f the
classroom. When, in the first week
o f classes, students receive a
syllabus in each course which
enables them to see the work re

quired for the entire semester, they
may feel overwhelmed. They are
especially vulnerable at this time
because they are dealing with so
many changes and adjustments.
Although the first year of college
certainly provides a great deal of
threat, change and uncertaintyvariables which often elicit stress
response—the remaining years
could prove to be stressful. Today’s
college student is very competitive
and career oriented, and also quite
concerned about grades.
Another factor which tends to
cause student d istress is money.
Because of the reduction in finan
cial aid and other funding sources,
more students are required to
work. Also, as aid requirements
become more stringent and parents
are called upon to help finance
their education, students may feel
added pressure to do well so that
their parents’ money is not wasted.

Finally, relationships can be a
major concern for students. Strong
bonds are often developed in the
college years. As graduation ap
proaches, students realize that these
relationships will probably change.
This realization, coupled with the
separation from college and the
threat o f not finding a job, can
create considerable distress.
For many o f these issues, the cy
cle repeats itself every semester as
students encounter new professors,
classmates, expectations and ex
ams. Some students find change
enjoyable; many do not. Excessive
stress is harmful to students’
academic performance and their
physical well-being.
Many students become involved
in clubs and extra-curricular
activities during their college years.
Many indicate that it helps them

cope with the stress and distress of
college in a positive manner, and
focus time and energy in areas that
they enjoy. Some, however,
overextend themselves and become
victim s of the "D aytona 500” syn
drome. That is, they spend a great
deal of their time speeded up and
running their bodies at 200 miles an
hour. Instead of being an enjoyable
experience, their involvement
becomes another source o f distress
and begins to detract from their
ability to cope with the college
environment.
Whether consciously or un
consciously, we have all learned
coping behaviors which help us
maintain balance as we deal with
the day-to-day stress o f life.
Although many of these behaviors
are positive and adaptive, some are
maladaptive, counterproductive,
and therefore perpetuate and
heighten the stress in our lives. In
today’s society, the most obvious
maladaptive behaviors seem to in
clude misuse o f drugs and alcohol.
Other common maladaptive coping
mechanisms are often not as easily
recognized. Eating disorders,
smoking, poor nutrition and the
harboring o f negative feelings—
such as anger-- are among these.
An adaptive coping mechanism,
or practical skill for dealing with
stress, can be anything that an in
dividual does that is counter to the
speeding up effect o f stress. An
event or behavior that is relaxing
and nonstressful can be a coping
mechanism; yet adaptive, like
stressors, vary from person to per
son. What one individual finds
relaxing, an o th er may find
distressful. One o f the problems
with relaxation techniques is that
people often do not know how to
relax. They equate lack o f move
ment with relaxation. This is ob
viously not the case .
Another problem is that many
people do not recognize the
physical cues their bodies give them
when they are stressed, and they do
not recognize those events that
cause stress. In order to effective
ly manage stress, the events that
cause us stress and distress must be
recognized. Some common signs of
stress are: pounding o f the heart,
dryness o f the throat, impulsive
behavior, dizziness, emotional ten
sion, trembling, nervous laughter,
sweating, depression, general ir
ritability, fatigue, insomnia, lack of
concentration and committment.
Relaxation techniques
Relaxation is a skill that can be
learned and one that is also a
positive mechanism for coping with
stress. There are four criteria which
are necessary to relaxation; a quiet

Restaurants on Review

Folly Landing: Fine D ining on the W harf
was very pleasant. Allowing ample
time to pass between courses, we
were able to enjoy our food in a
relaxed manner.
All o f our meals were served pip
ing hot, and all ingredients were
fresh. Fine dining is always a
pleasure to return to.
Keep your taste buds in touch.
Read the Cowl's Features section
weekly for Restaurants on Review.

by Joseph Poss
Located o ff Rt. 1 and Appanoag
Corners, Warwick, Folly Landing
rests atop Brewers Marina.
Upon entering the restaurant,
one is welcomed by a large brick
fire place located in the center of
the main dining room. However,
because my companions and I en
joy the water, we chose alternate
seating out on the atrium deck.
From this vantage point one can
view a variety of sailboats docked
at the marina.
Our meal began will clams
casino; eight little neck clams
prepared with seasoned bread
crumbs and topped with a fresh
strip o f bacon.
We also tried the New Eng land

• .......................................very poor

clam chowder and baked onion
soup. Although the soups were
served piping hot, their true flavors
were diluted by a watered down
base.
Other appetizer choices include

tortillas, shrimp cocktail, baked
mushroom cups or loaded potato
skins.
Folly Landing provided a warm
cozy atmosphere. O ur waitress Pat

• • • • ...................... .......very good
Food...................
Service.............. .................... • ••
Price...................

environment, a comfortable posi
tion (sitting in a chair o f lying
down), a passive attitude and a
mental device. The mental device
helps us reduce the effect o f
distracting thoughts which may in
terfere with relaxation. To shift the
mind from logical, externalorientated thought, there should be
a constant stimulus: a sound, word
or phrase repeated silently or
aloud; or fixed gazing at an object.
Since one o f the major difficulties
in the elicitation o f the relaxation
response is 'mind wandering.' the
repetition o f the word or phrase is
a way to break the train of distrac
ting thoughts. The passive attitude
is necessary so that if distracting
thoughts do occur, we do not
worry about them, but we continue
to focus on the repetition o f the
mental device.
There are many other behaviors
that should be included or con
sidered in developing a comprehen
sive stress management program.
Some o f these include adequate
sleep, aerobic exercise, proper diet,
open and honest expression o f feel
ings, tim e m anagem ent and
periodic vacations.
Since stress is inherent in our
lives, we must accept and
acknowledge its positive and
negative effects. We have seen that
stress is positive in the sense that
it is a fairly predictable
physiological arousal which is
necessary for coping with day-today activities as well as preparing
us to deal with life-threatening
situations. When prolonged, the
negative effects o f stress can fatigue
the system to the point o f illness or
distress.
For students, the college years
can be a crucial time for learning
to recognize the signs and symp
toms of stress. Also, because of the
potential for distress, these years
can be a time for learning both
adaptive and maladaptive coping
behaviors. Learning to maximize
the positive effects o f stress and
minimize the distress may be one
o f the most important lessons
students will ever learn. Research
supports the fact that many
students leave college because of
the pressures and distress which
they encounter, so learning to
manage stress may cut down on the
estimated 50 percent o f entering
freshmen who do not finish college
four years later.

.
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College Weekend
MONTREAL
TO W N T O U R S G U A R A N T E E S
T O H A V E T H E L O W E S T P R IC E S
* * DELUXE PACKAGE $ 7 9 * *
ALL INCLUSIVE, NO HIDDEN
CHARGES
R ound Trip Transportation via
Luxury M otor Coach. 3 days, 2
.nights, Hotel directly downtow n
at Ramada In n or Hotel Sherbourg and other First Class
Hotels. All Taxes and Tips.
W elcom e Party at the Olde
M unich. C am p u s Departures
'Available. Indoor Pool Facilities.
* $ 6 9 Rate is Available.*
ID E P A R T U R E D A T E :
Holiday Weekend
Nov.1 Return Nov. 3
A lso Available: Jet Tour only
$109 all inclusive. Includes: 3
days, 2 nights Hotel and Round
Trip Jet. All Taxes and Tips
N IG H T C L U B S O P EN T IL 3 A M
Drinking A ge 18
CANADA
Tow n Tours and Travel, 482 Main
St., Malden, M A 02148
(617) 321-3993
SIGN UP by Sept. 25th fer
automatic bonus discounts on our
F t UMderdale Spring Break
Package.
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Alicia Woods Heads
" Creative and Energetic" BOP
by Nancy C. Vunic
After a two year commitment to
serving the PC community as a
member o f the Board o f Pro
gramed , senior, Alicia Woods has
stepped into a new spotlight; that
which shines with the title of
“ President” . Alicia first became
interested in working for The
Board toward the end o f her
freshmen year. Her experience in
planning high school events led her
to believe her talents could be fur
ther utilized during her college
days. Alicia has, however, come
quite a ways from the days of mak
ing sure that her weekly cof
feehouses would turn out just right.
She is now in charge o f working in
conjunction with the entire Board,

and the administration to ensure
that every PC student can boast of
a school where there is always
something to do.
Most obviously Alicia’s mission
is not a single-handed one. A group
of more than thirty students, who
hold a wide array o f positions,
make up this year’s Board; whom
Alicia describes as, "m ore creative
and energetic than any o f the peo
ple with whom she has ever work
ed previously.” Words o f praise
also poured forth for Fr. McPhail
(the club's moderator), Fr. Dabash
(our chaplain), and Jackie Kiernan
MacKay (from the Counseling
Center); without whose guidance
the club would not have been able
to get off to the fantastic start

T h o u g h t f o r the W e e k :

" Success is going from
failure to failure without loss
of enthusiasm"
Sir W insto n C h u rc h ill (1874- 1965)

which we have all experienced.
When asked what she would
consider to be her greatest goal for
the club this year, Alicia respond
ed, “ to keep going at the pace at
which we have started” ; to do so

would be a most awesome ac
complishment. The first few weeks
have been magnificently filled with
a spectrum o f activities to please
one and all. An obvious emphasis
has been placed upon making the
freshmen feel at home, but in the
same respect, The Board has, and
will continue to plan events such as
The Stompers concert, which are
capable o f sparking an interest in
freshmen and seniors alike.
Alicia did address the issue of the
drinking age, and feels confident
that the remarkable creativity of
the people with whom she works,
as well as the fact that the school
has dealt with a non-alcoholic ac
tivity policy for one year already
will be supreme advantages.
Although the question o f conduc

ting any wristband policy events is
a legal im possibility, A licia
guarantees that we will have a lot
to look forward to; including a
spectacular band for Spring
Weekend. Efforts to begin work
ing on the Weekend have already
begun, and The Board is always
open to suggestions o f any kind. It
is important to remember that we
are a small school, with a limited
budget, but that the combined ef
forts o f all can help maintain the
atmosphere and spirit which has
always been characteristic o f this
community.
Alicia Woods is a most en
thusiastic president, and we thank
her for her dedication, and wish her
luck in achieving her goals for this
year.

King Richard's Faire:

D iscover the R enaissance in '85
by Patty Filippelli
Have you ever wondered what
the 16th century was all about?
Well, it’s not too late to find out!
Every weekend, including Colum
bus Day, through October 20, The
King’s
Faire
in
Carver,
Massachusetts offers a return to
The Renaissance. The Faire recap
tures the spirit o f The English
Market and all it’s cultural events
common to the 16th century.
King Richard’s Faire entertains
and enthralls the crowds with
festive events and exhibits from 10
a.m . to 6 p.m . Ranging from the
magical animals such as the

Siberian tiger, the cheetah, the
golden eagle and the baby elephant
to the music of concert groups and
harpists, this vicarious experience
is worth the $8.50 ($3.50 for
children) admission charge! There
are over sixty-five craftsmen ex
hibiting and selling their merchan
dise. Some o f these specialists are
leatherm en,
w oodw orkers,
astrologists, gypsy poets, artists,
sculpturists and seamstresses, all of
whom were actually great con
tributes to life in the 16th century.
Besides these specialty craftsmen
there are also delicacies common to
the 16th century. Funnel cakes,

turkey plum sticks and fresh food
crepes are only a few o f the many
delicious treats that can be enjoyed
during your short stay in history!
As you stroll up and down the
marketplace, you will enjoy the
variety o f shows offered to you.
Tournaments including: fire juggling, comedians, court jesters, and
Shakespearian actors and actresses
all form what is called the “ Street
Theatre.”
To get to King Richard’s Faire,
take 195 East to Rt. 495 East, then
take Exit Rt. 58 to Carver,
Massachusetts and return to The
Renaissance.

AL’*S LIQUOR STORE
6 9 5 A tw ells Avenue, Providence, Rhode Island — 7 5 1 -6 7 4 5
Providing th e PC com m unity w ith a wide range o f Beers, Wines, and Liquors.
FREE DELIVERY SERVICE
T-Shirts - Hats - and Posters also Available — Weekly s tudent specials w ith I.D.
WE HAVE THE BARREL FOR YOU
H av e you h ad to o m uch to d rin k ?

(Cowl photo by Lisa Brown)

M A R K TW AIN
NEVER KNEW
PILOT PEN.

from our FIRST APARTMENT COLLECTION™

SAVE ON SLEEP SOFAS, BOOKCASES,
CHAIRS, TABLES AND MORE!

He wrote beautifully without our Razor Point marker pen
and our "Better Ballpoint Pen"...
but imagine what he might'have written with them.

6 ft. Bookcases, durable white mela
mine laminate, 4 adjustable shelves.
31"W x 12"D. Easy assembly.
SALE! *39.
Set of Doors or Desk Flap
SALE! * 2 4 . ea.
62" Sofa opens to double size bed
in Tan or Navy duck. SALE! *199.
Natural beech Tables, easy assembly.
End Table SALE! *39.
Codktail Table SALE! *49.
You may not be o Moth
Twain but with a Pilot Rozor
Point there's no telling what you
could do. The Razor
Point's durable plastic
point conveys every
word in a smooth, thin
unbroken flow. Express
yoix indrvjdjal personality
with eveiy stroke.
Only 98'

You'llwant Pilot's"BetterBallpoint
Pen" os well. Its tungsten carbide
ball, held securely within a durable
stainless steel tip. insures
a non-skip ink deliveiy
ond smooth write-out.
Carbons? They're o breeze
because of its uniquely
ribbed grip, and there's no
writer's cramp.
Only 7 #

Ipitbfl

(PILOT]

RAZOR POINT s i
mater pen

j b

, THE BETTER
BA LLPO IN T

T ARQUI N
B O ST O N
1266 BoyWon S t
(Ne» Fenwiy PwX)

NORWELL
RL 53 No. otRt 123
65*4963

CAPE COD
RL28Cotu#
428-1175

SW A N SEA
Route 6
3790011

WESTERLY
Rt la. Merchants Sq.
596-:872

Free Parking Open 7 days 10 to 5, Fri. to 8, Sun. 12 to 5
CONTRACT/COMMERQAL SALES DEPT, erf (800) 343-9325 or in ftosj. (800) 3434933 ••
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Newport Holds Something for Everyone
by Carolyn Fee
Perhaps the only place in Rhode
Island where one could witness
Joan Rivers walking her puppy
would be in Newport. On Satur
day, September 7, four freshman
saw just that on P C 's bus trip to
Newport.
Newport is a seacoast city
located about an hour east o f Pro
vidence. It is the home for many
famous celebrities and for a seem
ingly infinite number o f boats.
Newport is also a shopper’s delight,
for both the bargain hunter and the
lavish spender.
Constant activity thrives on
Thames Street, Newport’s main
avenue. Boutiques, designer shops,
factory outlets and specialty stores
are scattered throughout the core
o f the city. (With the tourists

season coming to a close, prices will
decrease in most stores.) Many
restaurants and cafe’s are located
throughout the shopping district. A
large variety o f food is available,
with seafood being the specialty of
course!
There are many sights in
Newport which all visitors must
see. Easton Beach is Newport’s
principal shoreline. Adjacent to
Easton Beach is the famous three
and a quarter mile cliff walk. The
Cliff Walk starts behind the Cliff
Walk Manor and traverses along
the oceanfront. It is the most walk
ed trail in Rhode Island. Along the
trek, one will observe Salve Regina
College and several distinguished
mansions, among them is The
Breakers, which has had over two
million paid visitors, and The

Rosecliff, where “ The Great
Gatsby” was filmed. At the end of
the walk one encounters Bailey
Beach and Ocean Avenue.
The most important feature of
the town is the harbors and the vast
array o f boats. The history behind
many o f these boats is
phenomenal, which makes it no
wonder that Newport is where the
U S . won the America’s Cup for so
many years. Now that the cup is in
the hands of Australia, Newport
will not be hosting the races until,
o f course, the U.S. wins the cup
back. Until then, Newport still and
always will, contain the large
degree o f history and high stan
dards that it has attained since
1639. It is one place in Rhode
Island that every PC student should
venture before graduation!

Lined up with pride, these boats were on display recently at the an
nual boat show in Newport. (Cowl photo by Linda Santamaria)

ACROSS

c<>

1 Paleozoic, Meso
zoic, etc.
5 Car accessory
10 Soviet news agency
14 Function
15 Parenthetical
comment
16 Jai ---17 Principle of
economics (3 wds.)
20 Provide evidence
21 With 60-Down, house
pet
---- volta (once,
in music)
23 Suffix for diction
or honor
24 Promissory note,
e.g. (2 wds.)
33 Ms. Gardner
34 Sea eagles
35 French resort
36 Poet Teasdale
38 Novelist Philip and
actress L illia n
40 Type of restaurant,
for short
41 Seed covering
42 ----- school
43 Was a candidate
44 E0P personnel
(2 wds.)
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49 Map abbreviation
50 Company bigwig
(abbr.)
51 Alleviate
55 Chemical catalyst
59 EDP equipment
(2 wds.)
61 Subject of the
movie, "Them"
62 South American

18 The bottom ---19 O.K. Corral
participant
24 Houses, in
Hermosillo
25 Reproductive organ
26 1961 baseball MVP
27 Farmer's concern
28 Prefix for mural
29 Extremely pale
30 Seashore struc
63 Home ---tures
64 Nearly all
31 Brillian ce of
65 Like some breakfast
success
foods
32 Bridle attachment
66 Mah-jongg piece
37 Unselfish person
39 Astronaut
45 "L ' ---- , c 'e st moi"
DOWN
46 Prefix for maniac
1 Formerly, formerly 47 China's "Great ----2 Debauchee
forward"
3 European range
48 Cultured milk
4 Deviated ---51 Economist Smith
5 Traveler on foot
52
------------------------ Ja
6 B ritish phrase
53 Bilko and York
7 Wrestling maneuver
(abbr.)
8 Actor 8yrnes,
54 F irst name in jazz
et al.
55 Site of 1960
9 Phone again
10 1957 movie, " ----56 Toilet case
the Bachelor"
57 Ms. Carter
11 Winglike parts
58 Subject of Kilmer
poem
12 ---- souci
13 Beef quantity
60 See 21-Across

Fly with the finest.
Get your career off to a flying start. Become a
Marine aviator. If you’re a college freshman,
sophom ore or junior, you could qualify for
our undergraduate Officer Commissioning
Program and be guaranteed flight school
after graduation. All training is conducted

during the summer. There are no on-cam pus
drills. Plus, you receive $100 a m onth during
the school year.
Seniors can qualify for the graduate Officer
Commissioning Program and attend training
after graduation.

This is an excellent opportunity to proveyourself amongst the best and start off
making from $ 17,000 to $23,000
a year. See if you m easure up.
Check out the Marine Corps Offi
cer Commissioning Programs.

Marta

* 8

,dJhe Marines.

Maybe you canb

This is not an R.O.T.C Program. If >you think you have what it takes to be an officer of
Marines see Captain Conti in the Slavin Center Monday the 23rd or Wednesday the 25th of
September, from 10:00 - 2:00, or call collect

(617) 4 5 1 -3 0 1 2
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WELCOME BACK!
Providence College Bookstore has what
you need to start the school year right.
• Extensive selection of academic reference
• Calculators and computer software
• Complete line of school and office supplies
• Providence College clothing and gift items
• Special orders

Remember, we will buy your used books
every day!!

Providence
A Service of

College

Bookstore

Barnes & Noble
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The Upcoming Year at a Glance
by Gregory Corcoran
It's a new year, a new season but
before we begin we must first clear
out the lockers and the file cabinets
o f last spring.
In addition to the men’s and
women’s hockey teams, the men’s
soccer team, and the women’s
volleyball team, we must add the
men 's lacrosse team to our list of
great performances.
After losing their first two games
the Laxmen won their next ten,
finishing the season at 10-2. This
is quite an improvement over last
year’s record o f 5-4. I’m told that
they are now unable to schedule
many games for this year because
none o f last year’s opponents will
play them again.
Over the sum m er several
coaching changes were made. The
most stunning of which was the
retirement of Cross Country Coach
Bob Amato. Why would a man
whose lifetime record was 153-14-1
retire?
It seems that Mr. Amato did not
have the respect o f his players. I
have been following the team for
four years, and I must say that
Amato was a sore on the Cross
Country program and was quickly
becoming a cancer. He will be

★ MEN’S CROSS COUNTRY
(continued from pg. 24)
finish in the top 20 at the NCAA
finals, barring injury. The number
3 runner this year is sophomore Ed
Hanratty. He has trained rigorous
ly during the off season and has im
proved his time and concentration.
Battling for the number 4,5, and
6 positions on the team are senior
Jim Zimmer;y, sophomore Mark
Keller and freshman John Evans.
Zimmerly and Keller have proven
to be consistent runners and there
is no doubting that the two will
have a strong season. Evans, the
top 800 meter high school runner
in Ireland last year, is inexperienc-

remembered as a successful coach,
but the team was successful in spite
of him.
He recruited great talent but was
responsible for some notable
defections—Steve Binns, John
Dougherty.
Promises were made and never
kept.
The morale o f the team was
shrinking lower and lower.
The addition o f Treacy to the
coaching staff shows that Lou
Lamoriello is truly committed to
excellence.
Unfortunately, Treacy inherited
a team with more physical woes
than the Patriots. Mike Capper and
Andy Ronan, number one and two
on the team, are both recovering
from leg injuries. The team won't
reach full strength until the
Nationals.
Let’s hope that the winning
streak o f more than 110 does not
suf fer . Look for Eddie Hanraty
and Mark Keller to lead the team
until Capper and Ronan return.
The soccer team lost its first
game o f the year to Syracuse, 1-0.
It was a tough game played at
Syracuse on their phony turf.
PC came back last Saturday and
trounced Iona.
The Friars look ready to make
ed in cross country but he’s learn
ing quickly and possesses great
potential.
Rounding out the squad are
sophomore Keiron Tumbleton and
freshman John Allen. These two
will provide the depth that is need
ed over the long road to the NCAA
finals. Tumbleton has been plagued
by minor injuries during the past
few weeks. Coach Treacy is
hopeful that he’ll be at full strength
at the start o f the season. Allen is
certain to be a strong backup on
this squad for last year he was the
top junior cross country runner in
Ireland.

sure that the NCAA committee
does not overlook them again. The
key to this year’s squad could be
freshman Seamus Purcell. He is
taking over for all-everything Mar
tin Hayes at the sweeper position.
A well deserved thank you goes
out to Brian Burke for his work
with the hockey team. Burke is a
contract lawyer and former PC
captain. He has been running prac
tices for the players. He also invited
many former Friar stars to join in
the workouts. Let’s hope those ex
tra sessions reap benefits come next
March.
It was heard in passing that
coach Pitino was mentioning postseason play to the team. I don’t
know about anyone else, but I
would rather be 3-6 in the Big East
than one o f 96 teams invited to the
post-season garden parties.
Congratulations to the Boston
Red Sox for lasting until Monday
before being officially eliminated
from the pennant race. The Sox
right now are in a slow crawl.
I can’t speak for everyone, but
it sure is great to see Boston Col
lege suffer this fall. Maybe now all
this talk o f an Eagle Dynasty will
finally be shelved.

★ TENNIS
(continued from pg. 24)
dual matches and will culminate in
The Big East tournament which
will be played at Villanova
University from October 24-27.
“ We’re having fun, said Simp
son. “ We have a good time but
when its time to play tennis we
buckle down and get serious."
The rest of the women 's singles
lineup includes MB Murphy play
ing at number three, Barbara
Palumbo at number four, Gian
Vargo at number five and Ann
Weber in the number six spot.

FALL
BALL

Rebuilding Season For
Women’s Volleyball
by Lori Hanley
The
Providence
College
Volleyball Team has begun its long
but promising season with a Tour
nament on September 6 and 7.
Although the Lady Friars lost, they
were up against some tough teams.
Competition included the Univer
sity of Minnesota, the University of
North Carolina and the University
o f Rhode Island.
Coach Dick Bagge said this will
be mostly a rebuilding season. As
four key players from last year’s
squad have graduated. Coach
Bagge said this year’s players have
individual skills but lack enough
playing time together. Because of
this he feels the second half of the
season will be a lot more successful!
than the first._________

★ WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY
(continued from pg. 24)
tend for top honors in the con
ference this year. PC will most like
ly be battling Georgetown and
Syracuse for third place in the con
ference standings.
Seniors Nicki Hronjak and
Cheryl Smith remember well the
disappointing showing of last year
and have worked hard to improve
their times which will help the
squad’s showing in this year's
competition.
Four freshmen figure to be the
other big scorers on this year’s
team after Hronjak and Smith.
Two o f these freshmen are Maura
Frame and Jessie Cancro. They
promise to give the Friars much
needed depth. The other two
freshman, Patricia Logan and Tina
Maloney, are the first Irish runners
to be members of the women’s
team. These two ladies were the top
two cross country high school run
ners in Ireland last year and are
looking forward to continued suc
cess here in the states.

There are four new additions to
the team this year. They are Sandi
Reda, Mt. Kisco, N.Y., Cristin
Moore, Lynnfield, Ma., Karen
M arnell, Q iuncy, M a., and
Christine .
Sandi and Cristin
are both starting thus far in the
season and their contributions to
the team are expected to be
strong. "It’s getting used to playing
with new people but I’m looking
forward to a successful season,
explained Sandi.
Junior Annie Boule said “ the
freshman have yet to learn the
tricks o f Division 1 Volleyball but
with the team working together and
dividing the leadership they will be
successful. " Debbie Lotimer, also
a junior added “ it’s a lot o f work
but a lot of fun ! "

★ MEN’S SOCCER
(continued from pg. 24)
Last Wednesday, in Syracuse,
the Friars showed that they will not
be a pushover as they gave the
Syracuse Orangemen all they could
handle. The team played their Big
East rivals evenly for fifty minutes
before a fluke goal off a Friar
defensemen allowed the Orange
men to squeeze out a 1-0 victory.
The Friars defense was impressive
and goalie Crehan kept Syracuse at
bay for most of the game.
On Saturday afternoon, the team
hosted Iona College and showed
Iona what a pushover they will be
by blanking them 5-0. Iona never
really had a chance as the Friars
combined speed and skill to do
away with their opponents. The
teams were even until the Friars
erupted for four unanswered goals.
Sophom ore Karl A nderson,
scored two goals and John Farren,
Kevin Williams and Scott Rosenburg chipped in one apiece. Crehan
and Williams were sharp as they
combined for the shutout.

Provipence College
CLASS OF 1987

PC’s Annual Fall Ball Semi-formal
sponsored by Friar Council K of C
When: Monday, September 23,1985

(no classes Tuesday) 8 p.m.
Time: 8 p.m.
Where: Bouffard Council K of C Hall

North Providence

Cost: Tickets $20 per couple, lower Slavin

PAYMENTS DUE
FINAL O RD ERIN G DATES

Includes Buffet - Dancing - DJ
Transportation to & back to PC

FUN!

Jostens representatives will be in Room 102, Slavin Center, W ednesday through Friday,
September 18 - 20 from 10 p.m. - 3 p.m . Rings ordered in the spring should be checked
for fit and paid for in full. Anyone w ho has not ordered m ust do so at this tim e for
delivery at Junior Ring Weekend.

WEDNESDAY- FRIDAY
l0’-00am - 3'00pm

SEPTEMBER t f - 2 0
SLAVIN CENTER,RM. 102

----------------------- jO STENS-----------------------
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C h o o sin g a lonp distance
co m p a n y is a lot like ch o o sin g
a room m ate.

It’s better to know w hat they’re
like before you m ove in.
Living together with someone for the first
time can be an “educational” experience.
And living with a long distance company
isn’t any different. Because some companies
maynot give you all the services you’re used to
getting from AT&T.
For instance, with some companies you have
to spend a certain amount before you qualify for
their special volume discounts. With some
others, voice quality may vary.
But when you choose AT&T, there won’t be
any surprises when you move in. You’ll get the

same high-quality, trouble-free service you’re
used to.
With calls that sound as close as next door.
Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day
Rate—so you can talk during the times you can
relax. Immediate credit for wrong numbers.
Operator assistance and collect calling.
So when you’re asked to choose a long dis
tance company, choose AT&T. Because whether
you’re into Mozart or metal, quality is the one
thing everyone can agree on.
Reach out and touch someone:

U s AT&T
'=
©1985 AT&T Communications

=

The right choice.
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Fighting Friars L ose Opener
by Mark H arriman
The game plan was simple.
There was no lack o f effort on the
part o f the Friars, and the preseason predictions seemed as
though they would work out. Un
fortunately for PC, the SMU Cor
sairs had some game plans and
predictions o f their own.
SMU, which is a newly created
club football team playing in its
first game, came up with two
touchdowns in the first half to
defeat the Fighting Friars 14-12 last
Saturday afternoon at Hendricken
Field.
While Providence did manage to
lose its season opener, there was
still a slight sense o f satisfaction in
the coaches’ room afterwards.
“ We had more than enough
chances to win it,” head coach
Kevin Dorgan said, reflecting on
his team’s performance. We played
well enough to win the game. It
wasn’t because o f a lack o f effort.
Just some early season mistakes
that cost us.”
It certainly wasn’t a lack o f effort that set up the Friars’ first
touchdown of the season. Punting
from his own fourteen yard line,
SMU’s Ron Downing fumbled the
snap and Providence recovered on
the six. M ark Tarpey pushed his
way into the end zone three plays
later to give the Friars a 6-0 lead
just three minutes into the game.
PC’s kicking game hit a few
snags on the afternoon, though, as
the PAT snap was high and wide
and kicker Bill Giblin couldn’t get
a solid foot on the ball.
The game had the makings o f a
blowout in the First period when the
Friars, led by junior quarterback
Kevin Delane (13 o f 25, 170 yards,
2 interceptions), punched in a se
cond TD on their next possession.
After halting the sluggish SMU of
fense at the PC thirty yard line, the

Friars marched 70 yards on four
teen plays to take a 12-0 lead with
the time running out in the first
quarter.
Delane completed two of five
passes for thirty yards and
Tarpey added eighteen more via the
ground game before Pat Keelan
rolled left and in for the score.
The most crucial point in the
game for PC followed their second
touchdown. The snap from center
on Giblin’s second extra point at
tempt was wide once again, forc
ing Giblin to toss a desperation
pass into the end zone. The play
finally ended when the pass was
deflected by an SMU defender.
“ The coaches and I made a few
tough decisions out there. We were
deep in their territory twice in the
second half, and we went with
Tarpey, " Dorgan said. “ We didn’t
go with the field goal attempt
because o f the problems we had
earlier."
Trailing 14-12 midway through
the th ird perio d , the Friars
mounted their largest threat o f the
second half. Faced with a fourth
and one situation, Providence fak
ed a punt with Giblin completing
a six yard pass to Tim Egan.
Continuing the drive, Tarpey
and Egan racked up a combined 50
yards, setting up a fourth and goal
at the Corsairs’ one yard line. The
Friars failed to penetrate SMU’s
frontl ine on the ground and were
forced to turn the ball over.
The Corsairs notched their first
touchdown in their brief one game
history in the first quarter on a nif
ty 90 yard kickoff return. Follow
ing Pat Keelan’s score John
Locusta fielded Giblin’s second
kick attempt at his own ten yard
line, and the rest is in SMU’s
recordbook.
P C ’s special team s squad
couldn’t stop Locusta as he cut

right towards the sideline and sped
off to the end zone.
Down
ing’s first of two PAT’s split the
goalpost, and the SMU fans
erupted as their team closed the gap
to five points.
A twenty yard pass interception
by John Hughes just before the end
o f the half spelled the difference in
the game for the Corsairs. That
Providence turnover culminated in
an eight yard scoring pass from
Matt Quinn to Craig D’Amaria,
giving the visitors a 13-12
advantage.
Downing put the finishing
touches on the 30 yard drive with
his second extra point, enabling
SMU to head into the locker room
with all the points they would need
to finish off the Friars.

" I t wasn't because o f a
lack o f effort. Just some
early season m istakes
that cost us. "
-- Coach Dorgan
" There is always some kind of
hindsight to these things,” Dorgan
lamented afterwards. “ We ran the
ball well on the day (Averaging
over four yards per carry) and we
more than doubled their total of
fense (360 to SMU’s 160). They did
a decent job in stopping us, but
they could never shut us down. We
moved the ball, but we made some
simple mistakes along with it.”
Dorgan managed to stay with his
game plan throughout the game,
despite coming out on the short end
o f the score. “ We want to hurt
them with the inside run and move
outside with the run and pass
later,” he said last week after a preseason practice. “ We won’t go
right to the pass in the first half.

Instead, we’ll wait on that and get
them used to the running game.
And if that fails to be effective,
we'll show them more special teams
in the second half,” Dorgan noted,
referring to Giblin’s fake punt in
the third period.
“ SMU won't throw the ball very
much, so our biggest test will be on
the run,” Providence defensive
coach Tony Teolis predicted last
week. We have three new faces on
the defense who have filled in the
question marks left by graduation
(John Schon, Paul Zarrella and Joe
Breen). Together with our return
ing veterans Jack Defares, (a club
All American at free safety) Chris.
Henderson and Mike Esposito, we
should do well."
Being only the second PC team
in the school’s history to score 200
points in a single season, the Friars
are looking forward to another
good offensive year with many vets
returning. “ I feel that we are a bet
ter offensive team this year because
we have the experience,” Dorgan
noted. “ Kevin Delane is a year
older and more confident. The
team can feel his confidence when
he’s on the field. We have five fine
running backs and a good receiver

Th e re ' s som ething monumental happening on September 24 at 10:30 a.m. in Alumni Hall.
Something of such great magnitude you may never see it again in your lifetime.

And you are all invited to attend.

corps, so I’m hoping for the best.
“ Our record last year (4-5) real
ly indicated that we weren’t hungry
enough. We lost three games by a
total o f eight points, and that’s a
good indicator. We (the coaches)
have discussed this a lot with the
players and we think they're ready
to go at it."

★ WOMEN’S SOCCER
(continued from pg. 24)
returns to a center-half position.
Shaw is recognized as one o f the
outstanding defensive players in
New E ngland. Sophom ores
Theresa McGowan and Lisa Morrone are expected to add depth at
the mid-field spot.
The Goalie staff consists of
sophomores Kathy Cronin and
Deanne Marino. Cronin did an
outstanding job in net last season,
playing all 1260 min. which includ
ed four shutouts.
There are five new faces joining
the PC team: (on defense) Heather
Linstad and Annalisa Tarentino.
(on offense) Debbie Margino, Nan
cy Wiser, and Jaqueline Kinsella.
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SPO R T S
The Fall Sports Preview
Providence College is an active
member of the National Col
legiate Athletic Association.

Treacy Takes Over N o. 1
Team in New England
by Scott Corrigan
The Providence College Men’s
Cross Country Team is expected to
have another outstanding season in
1985. In the past four years the
team has placed in the top six in the
NCAA finals.
The Friars also come into the
season with 118 consecutive vic
tories in dual/tri meets. With 3
seniors and 3 sophomores return
ing the team has the experience
necessary to contend for the
NCAA championship.
First year coach Ray Treacy is no
stranger to the workings o f PC’s
track program . Treacy, who
graduated from Providence College
in 1982, was a three time All-

American during his four years
here. Treacy was also the women’s
track coach for 1984-85.
This years team has been rank
ed #1 in the New England Cross
Country Pre-Season Poll. The
Friars will face their toughest
challenge in New England from a
strong Boston University team. The
Friars are heavily favored to cap
ture the Big East championship.
Boston College and Villanova will
be the Friars fiercest competitors in
the conference.
The team is led by senior cocaptains Andy Ronan and Mike
Capper. Ronan and Capper are
candidates for All-American selec
tion this year and both will surely
(continued on pg. 21)

Coach D oyle H opes to Maintain
W inning Soccer Tradition
by Pat Nero
Once again a new school year is
upon us, bringing the beginning of
many new traditions and the con
tinuation o f many more. Along
with Eaton Street parties, Octoberfest, and changing leaves, we
at Providence College anticipate
the coming of another Fall tradi
tion, a winning Friar Soccer team.
There is no doubt that soccer,
the most popular sport in Europe
and elsewhere for years, is finally
catching on in the United States
and here at Providence College. In
just a few years the Providence
College Soccer team has gone from
an unknown team to one o f the
most feared and respected teams in
the east and the nation. They have
constantly found themselves rank
ed in the top 20 nationally as well
as being ranked number 1 in New
England. They compete in the
* prestigious Big East and have con-

Captain John Farren
tinually seen themselves among the
elite in the league. Last season was
the team’s most successful, as they
posted a 14-2-2 record and were
ranked number 1 in New England
for most o f the season.
This year’s team will have a
much different look due to the loss
o f many important players to
graduation. With these losses the

team will have to look for leader
ship from four remaining starters.
John Farren, Brendan Lynch, Tim
Driscoll and Larry Hayes will be
counted on to help the younger less
experienced players move into the
lineup. Farren, last year’s leading
scorer, will once again be called on
to provide offense. He will be
helped by Hayes who a lso showed
scoring potential last season. In
goal the Friars will look to Joe
Crehan and Barry Williams to keep
them alive in every contest.
The team will be one o f youth
and inexperience, but as the season
goes on look for them to mature
and be competitive every time they
take the field. This team will pro
bably not reach the heights of some
of its predecessors, but any op
ponents looking at the Friars as an
easy win are only fooling
themselves. This team will not role
over and play dead.
(continued o n pg. 2 1)

W om en’s Soccer Team to
Field Talented Veterans
Co-Captain Michael Capper

Co-Captain Andrew Ronan

Irish Recruits to
Pow er Lady Harriers
by Scott Corrigan
Ray Treacy will be a busy man this
fall at Providence College. Not on
ly is he the first year coach of the
men's cross country team but also
the head coach of the women’s
squad.
This could be considered an over
ambitious task but Treacy is con
fident that he will have no conflicts
coaching both squads , and he has

been comfortable heading both
teams thus far.
Last season is one that the Lady
Friars would like to forget. The
team placed last in the final Big
East standings.
Coach Treacy feels that the 1985
squad is greatly improved and will
make a strong bid to capture third
place in the Big East. Villanova and
Boston College are favored to con-

by Michele Myers
1985 sees the Lady Friars Soccer
Team entering it’s third season as
a Div. 1 team. After brilliant suc
cess as a club, PC joined Div. 1
competition compiling a surprising
ly impressive record for such a
young team: 10-4, 6-7-1 for the
seasons o f 1983, 1984, respectively.
The Providence team looks for
ward to improvement this season
in the form of experience from the
veterans in combination with new
talent. Coach Gerry Guay stated,
“ We should be a lot stronger talentwise (this season) competed with
last year. This team has a lot of
potential and confidence.”
In his second year as coach for
PC, Guay has implemented a

Phil Shanly, currently in his se
cond year of coaching the men’s
and women’s tennis teams has set
one common goal for each team
and that is to improve on their
respective Big East finishes o f last
year.
The men had a 9-8 record last
year but more importantly finish
ed in sixth place in the Big East.
“ We’ll do better than last year
because we have more depth," said
senior captain and four-year letterman Jerry Sweeney. “ We should
improve and finish third or fourth
in the Big East.”
“ I think our team is unique that
we all understand each other. We’ll
have our chances and we’re very
optimistic,” added number three
singles player, sophomore Brian
Monroe.
The optimism doesn’t go unwar
ranted as the team is returning a
solid nucleus, having lost only one
senior. The squad has been further
strengthened by the addition of
standout freshmen, Dave Poirot,
Don Saccco and Joe Bozoyan.

Malzone, who was injured for most
o f last year, yet returned to score
seven goals in the few remaining
matches. They are joined by
Sophomores Lisa O ’Brien, Lisa
Ondrejko, and Coleen McClellan.
The defense is held together by
the other Sr. Co-capt., Beth Bohn.
Jr. Carleen Cassidy will be in posi
tion o f stopper back, and Sr.
Justyna Meny as sweeper. Also
co n trib u tin g on defense are
sophom ores Denise Sullivan,
Melissa H ager, and Barbara
Cosgrove.
The mid-field will expect strong
ball control and playmaking from
last year’s leading scorer, Jr.
Lisa Edwards. Edwards was a first
year transfer in 1985. Jr. Lisa Shaw
(continued o n pg. 23)

c ontinued on pg. 21)

Depth Is Key to Tennis Teams
by Kevin Sghia

building program which should
show some positive results this
year. The Friars have developed
their own type o f controlled
ball game rather than just kick and
run. “ Toward the end o f last
season we began to develop a
strong nucleus surrounding our
style o f play. We’re continuing to
grow this year,” commented
Coach Guay.
Experience shall be a definite
factor in the make-up o f this year’s
team. Nine staters and nineteen let
ter winners return from the 1984
squad. The forward line should
prove once again to be a strong
scoring threat. It is led by Sr. cocapt., Carole Ingallerina, who has
exceptional speed and tactical con
cept. Also coming back is Jr. Anne

Poirot has already had an impact
on the squad as he will play in the
number six singles slot occupied by
Monroe last year. The rest of the
singles lineup will have Sweeney
playing number one, junior Tom
McNulty as number two, Monroe
at number three, junior Lee Guz
man at the fourth spot and senior
Richard Smith in the number five
singles position.
The men's team will be playing
a mini-schedule in the fall which in
cludes the Big East tournament
(October 20-21) and the New
England Championships (October
28-29). The men will play a com
plete schedule of dual matches star
ting in the spring.
Much o f the men’s success will
depend upon how successfully both
Sweeney and Guzman recover from
physical ailments. Sweeney is still
not at top strength after a bout with
mononucleosis during the summer.
"W e should win a lot more close
matches because of our depth,” ex
plained Sweeney, “ the freshmen
will help.”
Meanwhile, the women’s tennis
team has started its year off in

strong pursuit o f bettering last
year’s impressive number three
finish in the Big East.
The squad began its season of 14
dual matches with two impressive
9-0 sweeps over the University of
Hartford on September 13 and
Wellesley College on September 14.
During the successful weekend
onslaught the Lady’s dropped on
ly one set and compiled an incredi
ble 145-45 advantage over their
opponents in games won in singl
es competition.
“ We had a great Big East tour
nament last year,” said coach
Shanly. “ Kris Simpson gave us a
quality number one player which
enabled us to drop everyone else
down a slot and provide more
depth.”
“ The team has a good attitude,”
said Simpson. “ We feel we have
more confidence as a result o f last
year’s success in the Big East.”
The team’s toughest Big East
competition will come from Boston
College and Syracuse who finish
ed one-two last year. The re
mainder o f the season includes 12
(continued on pg. 21)

Women’s Field Hockey to Rely
on Talented Freshmen Recruits
by Scott Corrigan
and
Patty Hanlon
The Lady Friar Field Hockey
Team enters this season with en
thusiasm and determination after
a disappointing campaign in 1984.
The ladies will be led by new head
coach, Jackie G ladu, who was a
three sport (field hockey, ice
hockey, softball) standout in her
four years at PC. The Lady Friars
will be bolstered this year by the in
flux o f a talented group of
freshmen who will compliment the
players from last year’s squad.
At the head o f the bumper crop
o f freshmen are three goaltenders.
The three, Sondra O ’Gorman,
Kate Davidson and Maura Harrigan, may be inexperienced but
they provide a key element which
the Lady Friars sorely lacked last
year: depth at the goaltending posi
tion. Not only is O’Gorman a first
year player but she is also the first
field hockey player in PC history
from Ireland.
The Lady Friars are optimistic

about their offense this year
because four returning players will
provide a balanced scoring attack.
This group is led by senior tricaptain Beth Galluzzo. Sophomore
sensations Cheryl Adams, Ellen
Elcock and Marlene Ricci give the
ladies an explosive combination.
T here will be trem endous
pressure on the defense this year to
limit the scoring opportunities of
the opposition on the three young
goalies. The Lady Friars strength
-defensively com es from the
presence o f senior tri-captains Lisa
McGilvary and Patty Hanlon.
Michelle Ricci, the twin sister of
M arlene, is also expected to
dominate the area in front o f the
Lady Frairs goal.
The team will be competing this
year in the always though East
Coast Athletic Conference. At the
top o f the ECAC are the Universi
ty of Connecticut, the University of
Massachusetts and the University
o f New Hampshire. The Friars
have the ability to upset these
perennial powers and are looking
forward to capitalizing against
weaker opponents.

